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ABSTRACT

of the positronium atom in organíc
liquíds has been investigated. Measurement of the
Doppler broadened spectra of annihilation photons is
shown to be a valíd experiment,al technique in this study.
Doppler broadening measurements yielding three Gaussian
components are supplemented'wíÈh lifetime measurements
yielding three exponential components. The theory of
the br¡bble model is developed in detail and is applied
to the low momentum Doppler component and to the orÈhopositronium pickoff rate from the lifetime distribution.
Comparison of bubble radii and posítronium centre of mass
momenta calculated when the br¡bble model is applied to
both the Doppler and. lifetime results suggests that a
bound state of positronium other than the ground state
in the br.¡bble also exists. Measurement of intensities
of the various Doppler and lifetime components indicate
that Ir>IA>ts/3, where Ir is the shortest lifetime component intensity, I¡ the longest, lifetime component intensity and IO the lowmomentu¡ncomponent intensity.
Several models are considered to explain this result,
with the only successful model predictingr ês in the
bubble model case, the presence of a second b.oünd state :of
positronium (probably a 2s br¡bble state of positronium)
in the organic liquids ínvestigated..
The behavior
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTTON

I

1.1

General

of the behaviour of positrons in matter has
been the object of research for many years. These studies
The study

have established relationships between the measureable pro-

- perties of the annihilation process and the nature of the
physical and chemical environment of the positron just before
annihilation. Many theories have been cleveloped to explain
these processes. Even though some of these theories may
need refinement or further development, the positron is no\¡t
used as a probe to provide information on properties of the
materials in which the positron dnnihilates.
The reasons for the positronts usefulness as a probe are
primarily Ëhree-foId. First, due to its mass and chargê, the
positron is able to penetrate a sampte and become a rnember of
its electronic system. Second, the positron is able to send
back information to the observer by means of its positronelectron annihilation gaÍma rays. Third, the positron is
able to form a positron-electron atom, positronium, which,
unlike the free positron is able to sense its evironment
without changing it as significantly as the free positron
(e.g. by way of polarization). However, in this case direct
information about the medium can be obtained only to the
exÈent, that the positroniurn behaviour depends on its environment rather than upon its internal properties.
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Pertinent Fact,s About Positrons
Like an electron, the positron has a spin of L/2 É,,
belongs to the class of leptons and obeys the Fermi-Dirace
statistics. The positron is usually formed in the radioactive decay of nuclides whose p::oton to neutrcin ratio is
greater than unity. In matter the posiÈron will annihilate with an electron and the number and energy of photons
emitted by positron-electron annihilation are deterrnined
by the relative orientation of spins of the positron and
electron at the instant of annihilation. If the positronelectron spin system has antiparallel spins, i.e. is a
singlet system with total spin, J = O I then the selection
rules for the conservation of energy, momentum, and parity
require the emission of an even number of y quanta the most
probable beíng 2 quanÈa. The separation angle between the
Some

two photons will be 18Oo and the energy of each photon wil1

be .511 MeV provided that the momentum of the electron-positron system is zero upon annihilation. rf the positron_electron system has parallel spins, i.e. is a triplet system with
total spin, J = L, then the select,ion rules can be satisfied
only by the emission of an odd number of photons. In this
case, the probability of more than 3 photons being emitted is
very small. Single photon annihilation requires the presence
of an external field., and is not significant here. The ratio
of the cross-sections for singlet and triplet annihilations

is

372¿L

for rand.omly-oriented spins.
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of the Positron in Matter
In practice, positrons are injected into a medium with
an initial kinetic energy much greater than thermal ênêr9yr
kT. The positron will slow down very rapidly due to colIisions. Once slowed down below I00 êVr the posi.tron may be
involved in elastic collisions with or without spin f1ip,
excitation and ionization of atoms of the nnedium, polarization of the medium and the formation of different types of
bound states. UltimaËely, the positron must annihilate with
an el-ectron which it may do either as a fiee positron or as
a positron in a bound state. Ït is generally assumed thaÈ
the positron achieves near thermalization in liquids be1.3

The Fate

fore annihilation.

334'

34

types of bound states are of special
interest. The first type is positronium (abbreviated Ps),
consisting of one positron and one electron. (Other more
Two different

of positrons and electrons such as
Ps- will not be consid.ered here.) The second type of bound
system consists of the positron and an ion or rnolecule of
the medium. Bound states of posiÈronium with ions or molecules of the medium are included in this category. Annihilation of non-Ps positrons and the for'mation and annihilation of Ps are of particular interest and are discussed in
some detail in succeed.ing sections.
complex bound slirstems

1.4 The Annihilation of tilon-Positronium Positrons
In d.ense substances, positrons are stopped in times
small compared to their lifetimes. Those positrons rvhich
do not form positronium .annihilate with electrons bound in

the molecules of the medium. Cova and Zappa2 have measurecl
the number of electrons per atom in condensed materials
effective for annihilation in the case of non-positroníum
positrons. They show that the relation

(1)

}, = nr2ch^
0e

well describes their results. Here À is the annihilation
rate of free positrons (or the reciprocal of the mean positroR lifetime), ro,the classical electron radius, c, the
speed of light and n., the effective number of elect,rons per
unit volume. In the above formulation, the result is that
each atom contributes approximately the same amount towärds
De, regardless of the structure of the compouncl in which it
exists.
Although a semi-empirical formula such as the one above

well describes the annihilation rate of non-positronium
postrons in most molecular materials, it has still not been
determined whether the positron really annihilates in flight
as a free positron. The various avenues that a non-positronium positron couId. follow prior to its annihilation ruith an
electron may be placed in the following three categories. r
They are

1l Annihilation in flight as a free positron.

5

2) Formation of bound states of positrons with molecules
of the nedium.
3) Other more weakly bound states such as resonance
scattering states or polaron states.
The area of the behaviour of non-positronium positrons is
thus open Èo more research and development of theory.

1....
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1.5

of PosiËronium
l/4 of the yield will

The Formation ancl Annihilation

positronium is fomted,
be
singlet positronium (referred to as parapositroniun, or p-Ps)
and, 3/4 wíll be triplet positronium (referred to as orthoWhen

,.,.

positronium or o-Ps). This is a result of quantum statistics: p-Ps has one spin sLate, while o-Ps has three spin

states. The lifetimes of p-Ps and o-Ps in vacuum have theoretically been calculated to be 0.125 and 140 nsec, respectivelY.
There are currently two basically different models which
attempt to describe the formation of Ps. In the Ore gap
model3 Ps is f orrned within a narroÌAr range of energies called
the Ore gap. If the molecules of the medium have an ionization potential V, then, since the positron-electron binding
energy in the Ps aËom ground state is 6.8 êV, positronium
formation is an endothermic reaction with a threshold energy
of (V-6.8) eV. For positron kinetic energies above V, ionization of the molecules of the med.ium becomes more probable
than the formation of positronium. rn some cases, the upper
lirnit to positronium format,ion has been taken to be Er, the
first excitation energy of the molecules. The positronium
formation probability, P, is taken to be equal to the ratio
of the ore gap energy to the upper limit of the Ore gap.
The problems with this model are the uncertainty of the
choice of. the upper energy limit and. the decrease in P, due
to positrons being removed from the Ore gap by inelastic or
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caPture processes.

recently,

relates positroniuÍi formation
to the reactions between positrons and electrons in the
positron spur. The positron spur is the group of reactive
int,ermediates (the positron, electons, positive ions, etc.)
which are created when the positron loses the last amount
of its kinetic energy. Here positronium formation must compete with electron-ion recombination and, electron and positron reactions with molecules of the medium. This model is
termed the spur reacËion model. The positronium yield in
this model is a function of the yield of the various constituents of the spur and the vari ous reaction and recor¡binattion rates in competition with each other. At this stage in
its development, the theory has been moderately successful
in qualitat,ive pred.i.ctions of positronium yields.
A positron in a Ps atom may annihilate either with it,s
ovrn electron or with an electron from the surro mding medium. In the case of o-Ps, the observed annihílation rate
in condensed materials is sr¡bstantially greater than Èhe vacuum
rate of L/J 4O n=e"-I. This is gene::ally accepted to be due
to píckoff annihilation of the Ps positron with an electron
of the surrounding medium, where the positron and this electron are in a singlet spin configuration at the time of annihilation. Positrons in p-Ps, raill also be subject to pickoff
annihilation, but to a lesser extent due to the relatively
More

Mogensenh

1.,:.

I

short natural lifetime of this state (i.e. most p-Ps positrons will annihilate with their own electron). Numerous
attempts have been made to explain Èhis pickoff rate of o-Ps
which has been found to depend on many different properties
of the medium such as electron polarizeabilitys, temperatureG, densityT, and surface tensionG. Brand.È et a19 developed a theory which correlated the pickoff rate to the
amount of "free volume" available in a substance. By "free
volume" is meant the region within the medium not actually
occupied by the molecules of the medium. Bisi et a13r on
the other hand, followed a semi-empirical approach which
assigned an effective number of electrons for pickoff to
each atom of the molecule of the medium. Using this effective number of electrons and an equation of the same form as
(1.1), they were able to predict the pickoff rates of o-Ps
in different substances with reasonable accuracy. Recently,
Buchikhin et al? have employed a theory similar to the free
volume theory for organic liguids in which the "free volume"
is replaced by a cavity in the material created by the balance of various molecula.r forces inside the liquid with the
zero point pressure of the positronium atom. In this model
the annihilation rate depends on the extent to which the Ps
atom penetrates through the walls of the cavity into the
surrounding medium. In the present investigation, this type
of approach is termed the "bubble" model and an extensive
expansion of this is contained in Chapter 2.
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1.6 Experj¡nental

Method.s

Several experimenÈa1 method.s are available for the stud.y

of positron annihilation.

The most common method

is the life-

time method where the mean lifetime of positrons from zNa
is measurea witfr respect to a L.28 l,tev gamma ray which is

emitted simultaneously with the positron, Typical source
strengths used are approxirnately 10 FCi. Instrumental resolutions of the order of 300 psec are easily achieved with
presenËly available instrumentation. Computer programs are
now'available which are able to separate several lifetime

in the composite lifetime spectra. This method
yields a series of lifetimes (or annihilation rates) and intensities corresponding Ëo differenÈ rnodes of anníhilation.
Another method is thaË of angular correlation. In this
methocl, the angular distribution of the two-gamma coincid.ence rate is measured. The resulting count rate curve may
readily be converted to a momentum distribution of the annihilating positron-electron pairs. Normally, in such a momentum distribution, a low momentum component and a high momenttum component are easily identifiable. The low momentum
component corresponds to the self annÍhilation of nearly
thermalized p-Ps, while the high momentum component results
from the annihilation of positrons with electrons from the
surrounding medium. The strength of the positron source in
this case must be greater (by at least Ëwo ord.ers of magnitude) than in the case of the lifetime experiment.
components

l.: 'ì, r' :.:i-'-r.

i
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rare three-gamna annihilation of the triplet st,ate
of Ps may be observed directly in a triple coincid.ence experiment or by examining the change in the garrma-ray spectrum
ô¡e to the additional continuous energy distribution of ga¡nmas
The

from three-ganma events.
The most recently developed method

for the stud,y of

positron annihilaÈion is the Doppler broadening technique
which yields the same information as the angular correlation
technique. Thís method. uses a Ge(Li) detector with very high
resolution to measure the Doppler broadening of the 0.511 MeV
annihilation radiation due to the mornentu¡n of the annihilating positron-electron pair. The count rate d.istribution in
this case can be treated in a similar manner to that of the
angular correlation count rate curve. There is one difference
however, in that the instrumental broadening in this case is
significantly greater than the broadening due to finite slit
width in the angular correlation case. This problem has recently been solved with the development, of computer programs
to deconvolute the experimental spectrum and. produce the
"true spectrum", devoid. of instrumental effects. r0 Due to
this latest development, the Doppler broadening technique
offers decided advantages over the angular correlaÈíon method.
Whereas the angular correlation data acquisition time ís of
the order of the clays, the Doppler broadening data acquisition time is typically 200 minuÈes. The source used may be
as as small as a few ¡rCi as opposed to several mCi in the

:"""1"
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angular correlation case and the

effects such as radiation d.amage
effecÈs is greatly reduced..

possibility of secondary
or other radiation induced
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Chàpter II
THE THEORY OF THE BUBBÍ,E

MODEL

I,.',

|::.:..):.'..

T2

2.L Introduction
of complete thermalization of positronium
in a liquid leads to a contradiction as a result of the uncertaintyprincip1esince,ina1iquid,thepositroniummust
have a localized, state. That is to say, a non-localized or
Bloch state such as might occur in a periodíc crystal structure is not possible here. From the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle,
The assumption

(2.1)

AxAp ìñ,
it can be seen that a free particle with a zero point momentum p" cannot be localized to a greater degree than fi/pz

If the zero point energy of the positronium atom were taken
to be the thermal energy of the medium containing the positronium, i.e. if Ez tu kT, then pz = ffi= + ffi

,

i

i

,

l

i

i

and

(2.2) Lx> h/ffi
If T is taken to be 3O0oX and m twice the rest mass of the
electron, then this results in Âx > 8.68. Thus the positronium cannot be contained within a sphere of radius less
than R=8.68. But distances between molecules in a liquid
such as hexane are of the order of 18, much less than the
required distance of L7.28. Thus, the assumption of thermalization in a free state (without further interacËion with
the surroundings) lead.s to a rather serious contradiction.

;lI::r-
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In the

picture, it

clear that the zeto
point motion of the positronium atom will exert outr,¡ard
pressure on the molecules of the medium, forcing the formation of a small bubble. Hence, the term "bubble model,'
is commonly used for this description. This repulsive
force is in equilibrium with the inward pressure of the
surface of the bubble which is a function of the surface
tension and pressure exerted, on the medium. Thus, the
radius, R, of the bubble will be less than the Ax calculated above and Èhe bound state zero-point enerEy will be
greater than kT. A quantum mechanical treatment of the
bubble model should verify the preceding conclusions.
II:
This approach was first suggested by Ferrel to apply
to positroníum in liquid helium, where the model was later
termed the bubble model. Roelligr2 and Bríscoe et alle
haúe made extensive use of this model as apprieaìoliq,ria
herium. . Later, Buihikhin et ?1! and Tao6 have applied this
model to rnolecular liquids in general.
above

becomes

L4

2.2

Quantr:m

l'lechanícal Treatment

This problem can be simply d.escribed since there is
spherical symmetry. The positronium atom exists within a
t2
bubble containing no molecules of the surrounding medium.
Inside the bubble the potential will be zero, and outside
ít will be constanÈ. The potential outside the bubbler vor
is the barrier height against adiabatic penetration of the
positroniqn atom into the medium from tu.o*]t Thus,

"

that the bubble has a very sharply d.ef ined surf ace,
a good model will be a spherical potential. well of d.epth Vo
and radius R with an infinitely steep side.
Several important further assumptions will be made in
the treatment of the potent,ial problem and for convenience
they are listed below.
(1) The posiÈronium wave function is separable into the
product of a wave function Vcm(¡o).for the centre of mass
coordinate ; o = (i*
_ep (;) for
- + + î_l /2, and a v¡ave function v^_
the electron-positron relative coordinate, ; = i*-i_, where
;-+ and i_ are the coordinates of the positron and electron,
assuming

respect,ively.

(2) since it has been shown that if the wave function vep (;)
is ignoredr Do great error will be introduced int,o the calcul3
lation¡ only Y.* will be considered. Thus, Ycm(;o) is renamed Y (?) and taken to be the total wave function.
(3) The potential well is shallow enough so that the corresponding ScnråAinger equation for the centre of mass wave

l'.,'.'1:,,

15

function yield.s only s states as allowed bound state
solutions.
rt should be noted. that the disregarding of the interatomic Ì^rave function also means disregardíng the spin-orbit
coupling term in the Ilamiltonian of the associated Schrådinger
equationr ês the coupling term is a function of the interatomic coordinat"ll
The scr¡råainger wave equation may now be applied in the

following form:

(2.3) [#t'*v-n]Y(r,o,r)

=o
ft is assumedr ês usual, that the centre of mass wave function
is separable into an angular and a radial part, i.e.,
(2.4) Y(r,0,þ) = ú(r) vlto,Ol
The angular part vf,{ero) consists of the spherical harmonics,
resulting from the use of spherical polar coordinat.es. The
potential is spherically symmetric and malz be written as
(2.5) V = O
O:r<R
(2.6) V = Vo
r>R
If the Laplacian y2 is written in spherical polar coordinates,
the schrädinger equation will be separabre. rn spherical polar
coordinates,

(2.7)

t.p"}6$,

ez = I#r(r) +F*ñ'fr {sinefo
V{ith some rearranging and dividing by v (r){{o,O), the
Schrödinger equation may be rewritten
(2.8)
#rtrü (r) Ì*"{e-v(r) i

ffi-,

.rî1-5#ffi, h { sinoh"i ( e, ó ) }
.4re;*rcm"r#'4(e'ô) = Q'

i

::.

I6

Note that V has been written as V(r) since the potential

is only dependent on the rad.ial distance r from the origin.
ll
The Schrodinger equation has been separated. into two ind.ependent parts. Since the sum of the two independent terms
is zero, each must be equal to zetor ox at most a constant,
usually written j.n the form (9 + 1) . The separaèed radial
equation for 0<¡<R is
.Q,

(2'et

#irrü

(r) i+tSE-&låTll-lrü

(r) = 0

for I{ since the mass M of the
positronium atom is twice the mass of the electron. If a
change of variables to p = (em"a/f.z)Ur is made in the above
equation ít can be written in the form of Besselrs equation,
of which Ëhe solutions are spherical Bessel function"tu.
However, for the singlet state of the well the orbital
angular momentum is equal to zero. Thus !, - 0 in the above
radial equation. It now becomes
(2.10) å;'{rú(r)}+ kltVttl = 0
2 4mE
rfnere Kr = p"The only solution (r) which does not diverge at r = 0 is
(2.11) û(r)-Asi!(kir)
0<r1n
Similarly, if
(2.L2) k] = 4m"(Yn-- E)
the radial equation for rì R becomes
(2.131 $rtrü(r)i - rårV (r) = o
The only solution which does not diverge when r+ - is
Here 2m. has been substituted

I7

12-L )

,t,(r)-BexP(-kzr)

The angular equation

(2.15)

will

r>R

be

qfu

t6{"i"rh"i(o,o) }
.4furc1;"rffit{(e,ó)+o (e+1) = o-

The acceptable solutions

to this equaÈion are the spherical

harmonics

(2.L6)

"T

(e,0)

- ef

(coso) exp (im6¡

where Pf, (cos0) are the associated Legendre polnomials.

Since

- 0 and thus m = 0 from the restriction
tt
the only spherical harmonic needed i"
(2.L7) Y: (e, O ) =*L
9,

l*l <

L

Boundary conditions for the radial wave functions are

that the wave function and its slope must, be continuous at
r = R. This results in two boundary conditions,
) Asin (k r R) = Bexp ( -kz R) and
(2.L9 ) ef lRcos (krR) -Asin (k1n¡ = -BkzRexp (-keR) -Bexp (-k2n¡
which are referred to as the first and second bound.ary
condition, respectively. Two ratios A/B may be derived:
one from the first boundary condition and one from the sum
of the two bor¡ndary conditioRs. If the two ratÍos A/B are
equated, the following secular equation results:
(2.20) f 1R cot(kiR) = -kzR.
(2 . 18

Another convenient form of Èhis equation may be arrived at

if it is square,d, a trigonometric identity is applied
then only the positive root is retained, resulting in

and
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ErR
[4m.vnl å-R'
(2.2r) ffi@¡
= ln-=-J

This can also be rewritten

(2.22) e = vosin2

as

[tå**tt*]

.

of the above secular equaËions may
Ëo solve (graphicarry) for t,he ener gy of the

lfhe most convenienË form

be employed.
bound state.

rn order to determine the normalization constants
and B the total wave function must be normalized.. The
normalization equation is

;

A

i:.:
f :j::.:
l_,-_.'
L'.....-.

;::

l.:._..
li.. . . ..l'.-:: -:
...
111i:.. r

(2.23r

i-rv*d3' = A2 tlÏf
.

silí

*'[

f

lf.' n)

,rd,

"["t(0,
/o

+(e,ô){.r0,þ)sinododo

ó)

{. r0,ó) sinoaeaoffi$l¡

.exP!'2kzt) ,2d.,
Part of the above integral may be simprified as follows
to the orthogonality of ttr. { :

G.2Ð
The
The

fact

,2n ,t

due

-2t

aÓ r
[ ñI)o )o---Tt¡
I si+ededo -- )o
=
1

that"T="3= h

for the singlet state.
normalization equation then simplifies to
was used

e.zs) e2¡R)o sin2 (k1n¡ dr + A2
I

[#rà)

exp

(-zk2r)dr =

After considerable manipulaËion this yield,s
(2.26) ê
À2 - 2ktcot (k=rBL

- FcõEeFF]-l
=

The foregoing relations then summarize the quantum mechanical

treatment in the position representation.

1.
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The wave function in the momentum representation,

however, is also needed in ord.er that one may determine

the distribution of positronium in momentum sÞace" The
v/ave function in the momentum representation is just the
Fourier transform of the position representation wave
function t

oE

(2.27) v(-k) = àl%

f u,rexp(-iË.r) v(r)yî

(e,ó)

.

The fact that .c = m = 0 in the singret state is neglected

for the moment. One sets V(f) = Y(r) due to the spherical
symmetry. The notation Ë used. for momentum will be understood to be in units of length-I. This is merely the
ordinary momentum þ divided by ti.
The exponential exp(-i l.r) may be expanded into
spherical harmonícs vf, or the angle y between the vectors E
in the direction 0,ô and F in the direction e,e"' so that

(2.28)expt-il.?l=Ì/ffi)i-rj^{tr)"l*(cosy)
À=o

where j (}<r) is the spherical Bessel function of order À.
^
Here Y| (cos y) may be expressed by the polar angles of ?
^

and k using the addition theorem of spherical harmonics,

combining these relaLions with the Fourier transform one
gets:
( 2.30)

v

(k) = *fr,

Ir"*lr'I,sin0d0dþ

'lut-^j^(kr)vl (o,o)iÀ

(0, o)vf (0,ô)Y(r).
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But

(2.31)

,2 tr .t¡

|

I
to

sineedoe dOO"T*fe,O)yT

(0,ó) =

ôrÀô*u

so that only the I m term remains of the d.ouble sum above
'
and results in
4rP
(2.32) ú (-k)
jo (kr) v (r)
,fuu

)ot'ut

after setting = m = 0. But the spherical Bessel function
of zero order is
.C

(2.33) jo(kr) = sin(kr)/kr.
substituting the actuar wave functions into the transformation equation one gets

e. ga) v (E) = /z+ * [ f .= sin (k 1r) sin (kr)
l/o
*j*ut sin (krR) exp (kzR) sin (kr) exp {-r<zrl
,6

I

The first

integral is solved as follows fronn standard
integration tables:
/R
(2. 3s) I Ur sin (k1r) sin (kr)
)o

=ffi-"'i[lilf

iio*'

integral is solved with a change of limits
(setting r = x + R) as follows
Q.361 /R
[-ar sin (k1R) exp (k2n¡ sin (kr) exp (-kzr)

The second

(-

= I d" sin (k 1R) sin{k (x+R) } exp ( -k2x)
(kr R) I
(kR)
= lsin
cos
+
(kn)
kesin
'
-f#[k
J
(

Thus

e.37) v(E) -

1

{2n

¡sin(kiR [ 2(kr- k)

kR) _ sin(krR + kR)
2 (kr + k)

2L

+

H+

{ k cos (kR) * kzsin (rn) }}

This expression can be simplified consid.erably if all
factors are brought under a common denominator, the
trigonometric terms with sums and differences as arguments
are expanded wiÈh trigonomet,ric idenÈities, and use is made

of the first securar equation written above for Èhe potential well and. repeated here for convenience sake:
(2.20) f 1R cot(krR) = -kzr
Then

after considerable manipulation

(2.38)

one

arrives at
ì frrR) 2 +

v(E)=+i*?tffi l'try1

(kzRl 2l

(

.lkR sin(krR)cgs(kR) - krRcos(krR)sin(kn)

W

I

ThÍs wave function obeys the normalization condition

(2.3s)

f- )o
l.f)o
Jo

k'dkdoaolv(F) 4(o,o)12=r.
-x"' ''

The above normarization eqrjation was íntegrated numericarly

by computer with the condition 9. = m = 0 for the singlet
state, and shown to hold true. Equation (2.38) rnay be modified .to the same form as;.the result presented by Buchikhin
et a1 . Note however that their result is incorrecÈ, probably due to misprints.
9
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2.3 Application to Doppler Spectra
Consider a positron-electron pair with momentum þ
which annihilates and produces two gamma-rays, one of

is detected by a Ge (Li) detector. The direction from
the positron-electron pair to the detector will be labelIed,
x. To first order, this is Èhe only component of the positron-electron momentum affect,ing the Doppler energy shift
of the 511 KeV gamma rays emitted. This is true since the
deviation from 1800 between the two emitted ganma-rays is
typically less than 10 'difliradians (see figure 2.L). Then
conservation of energy and momentum for the photons given
off in opposite directions require that
whích

(2.40) 2m"c'= hv + hv'

|

:

_\:

i...:-..'

r').-.
. . ;

and

(2.4L1 P* = hv/c'-- hí'/c

is the rest mass of the electron, c the speed of
light and hv and. hv' the two photon energies. However, if
the energy m^c2
---o or the photon energy
e is rewritten as hv^
when the positron-electron momentum is zero, then upon
combining the above 2 relations, the result is
(2.42 ) P* = 2 (hv - hvo ),/c or
whe:ie m^
e

Px = 2LE/c
which relaÈes the Doppler shift in photon energy, AE, to the
electron-positron pair momentum component, Px. Or, changing
Èo momentum

units of length-l,

'.

:

..: . :::
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(2.43) k* = 2LE/¡.c.
One assumes thaÈ

the

gamma-ray spectnrm from t,he

annihilating pair is accumulated. in a muIËi-channel anaryser.
The total number of counts at a particular energy E, c (E) is
then proportional to the total number of annihirating pairs
whose x-component of momentum is k*. The Ëotal number of
such pairs is obtained by integrating the momentrxn space density p (k) over a plane of constant k* (see figure 2.2).
Thus

(2.441 c(E) = const x

IIp(k)dkydkz.

distribution in momentum space to be isotropic
(a valid assumption in a liguid), the integral becomes
(2.4s) c (E) = consr x z n l,- *o (k) dk
,k*
where the límit k* arises from the fact that at k"=k"=0r k=k*
By assuming Èhe

since k2= k--2+
xyz k--2+ k-2. The general rule for differentiating
(with respect, to k*) r¡nder the integral sign yields

(2.46) p(k*)= #Eg-

dc (e)
x kx
the momentum space

+

Since, by definition, p (kx) is
density of
electron-positron pairs with the value of the total momentum
equal Èo k*, the subscripts above may be dropped and. the rela-

tion

becomes

(2.47) p(k) =#.å+
Thus, it can be seen that the d.erivative of the counting rate

curve is simply related. to the momentum space density funcÈion,
p (k) . Furthermore, due to the spherical symmetry, the momeRtum distribution is given by tt
(2.48) N(k) = 4nk2 p(k)

24

density function may also be calculated
from the square of the positronium $rave function in the
momentum representation. Thên,
(2;49) N(k) = 4¡k2 I U tEl "l' ,
where q,(E) for the bubble model is given by equation (2.38).
The narrow part of the counting rate distribution of
the Doppler spectrum (assr.¡ming no instrumental broadenirg)
is due to the annihilàtion of p-Ps. This part may be described
by a Çaussian,
(2.50) c(E) = å-.¡n(-AEr/or)
The momentum space

Ì_-:'

Go

the full width at half maximum of the curve, f is related to s by,
(2.51) f = 2(9.n2)t o.
ff AE and o are written in terms of momentur.n, k, and the
photon momentum is related to the electron-positron momentum
k, then the momentum distribution may be wriÈten as
(2.s2) N(k) =+4
expGkz/62).
/ã ot
N(k) is properly normalized so that
(*
(2.53) lN(k) =4.
Jo
Thus, if o in momentum units is known for the narrow component of the Doppler peak, then the experimental momentum
distribution may be calculated. Expressions (2.49) and (2.52)
may be compared and the parameters k1 R and R arising from
rll(Ê) in (2.49) may be adjusted in a least square fashion to
f it expression (2.49 ) to (2.52') .
where

l

;

'È"-":r:¡
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Figure 2.1
Illustration of Momentum Conservation upon
lositron-electron Pair Annihilation

l:;.: :):
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Figure 2.2
Illustration of T\uo lriays to Integrate the Momentum
Density over a Plane in Momentum Space
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2.4 Application to Lifetime Spectra
rn most organic liquids, one observes a rong lifetime
component, of lifetime greater than 1 nsec but less than 5
nsec . This component is attribuÈed to the annihilation of
o-Ps but is much shorter than the vacuum lifetime of o-ps
of 140 nsec. As described earlier the process shortening
this lifetime is termed "electron pickoff', and is due to the
fast para annihilation of the positron from the o-ps with an
electron from a molecule of the surrounding medium.
Enploying a development si¡nilar to that of Brandt et al8
ín the free volume model the pickoff rate may be expressed as
(2'54) Àp = n': tÞo tn= ti= d3r
G

f,,o

ro is the classical electron radius, c the velocíty of
light, go the effective number of electrons per unit vorume
and v^
the"excluded volume", in this case the volume outside
o
of a sphere of radius R. The assumpÈions made in writing
the above relation are:
(1) The mutual posiÈronium-molecure polarization may be
where

neglected.

(2) The inter-atomic jorii.on or Èhe positronium $rave function may be neglected.
(3) The positronium in the liquid "sees" a finite spherical
potential well with infinitely steep sides.
using the singlet positronium v¡ave function previously developed yields

l: .. :.i -:..I
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(z.ss)'

I) vo y-'Ps y:'ps *d3r
- =@
krRcot (klR) -1

sinl tI.'nl.

exp (-2krR)

¿@

f-."n(-2kzr)dr = ffi
¿R

llþe pickoff rate, however, cannot be directly equated.

to the observed annihilation .rate. The positronium annihilates with,,both the vacuum rate À.r." and
^p.
Then the observed. annihilation rate must be written as
(2.56) Àob= = Àrr". *
^n

and upon combining (2.54)

(2.57) Àobs -

, (2.55) and (2.56) ,

Àrr-" = nr2cao

t%l

It shoul4 be noted that the
used here is Ëhe lactual
^n
pickoff rate" and not the "pickoff r.ate if the positronium
r¡tere

totally in the medium" r

Equation (2.57)

l2

ëts formulated by Roellig
then provides another means of calculating

the well parameter krR.

r" :

:'

rì;:'! :l:l'
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2.5 The Bubble Model and Surface Tension

to the surface tension
by minimizing the Gibbs'. free energy of the system with
respect to the radius n:rs
(2.58) Ç = 4n(n-z o)2"( + en$ nt * Ez * n"n * Ggr
The bubble size may be related.

is the radius of the bubble, .( the surface tension,
P the pressure, E, the zero poinË energy of the positronium,
Here R

and. G", contributions from surface phonons and transand G-sp

lational motion of the whole bubble. The factor 26 is a
correction to the energy term introduced clue to the inadequacy of this thermodynamic treatment for very small bubbles.
Tolman states that as one considers smaller and smaller
droplets of liquid phase, the previously sat,isfactory thermodynamic methods and concepts of surface tension seem less
and less appropriate. Only the first and third term on the
right, hand side of equation (2'.58) will be considered. ït
has been found in this work that neglecting the pressure
term for a pressure equal to the vapour pressure of a liquid
typically introduces an error of less than .01?. Surface
vibrations and translatj.onal motion are assumed. neglj.gible.
Upon differentiatÍng equation (2.58) one gets,
(2.5g) Sz
+ 8n fR - Zo)\ = 0.
dR-'vr'\¡\
20

The seculaf equation (2.22)

is combined with equation (2.59).
After some manipulation, d.ifferentiation of equation (2.22)
yields
(2.60)

dE-

ãã'

=

2krE

tan (krR) - krR'

i

-'.'.
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In combination with equations (2.2L) and (2.22) tfris leads
to the relation
(2.6L, krR(krR
¡ili=tt<lnl
, ,krR) = ñ.V;
* cr-Al
\¿ R ,'.
- tan
Alternatively (2.2L) may be used to eriminate vo from (2.61')
to give the relation
1:
(2.62) R4=É'g..
.
16nm" krR - tánlE;tr)

ir - åotn

The value

of the parameter 26 is difficult to

d.etermine

is usuarly set equal to zero. Then, if the values of
klR and y are known for a particular sampre, the werl depth
Vo may be calculated from (2.61) and. the radius of the
and

bubble may be calculated from (2.621.

Equations

(2

.

61) iand

(2

. 62) can be solved exactly

if experimental values of k1R are known - this will be done
in a succeeding section. rt is instructive, howeverrìât
this point, to examine limiËing cases in a direct fashion.
For example y = 19. 1 d.ynes/cm f or hexane at roorn Èemperature and. with zs å 0 one may establish limiting values
for E"r vo and R. For the first limiting case one rets
E" = vo and assumes that only one bound state is possible.
This will give the absolute minímum value of E, and Ve and
the correspond.ing value of R for a typical value of surface
tension. From the secular equation (2.20)
( 2.63) t1R cot(krR)
= 0 or cos f4*"8"ìå'n = 0.

l-r-i

Thus

(2.64)

Ez =

1ffi,
e

for case 1. substitution of this E" into equation (2.59)

il'l-

:

.-
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setting Zo= 0 yield.s A = 4.274. This case corresponds to an energy E" = 0.26 eV. In the second limiting
and

case two bound states are allowed, the upper one having

Vo. This value is also equal to the upper
limit f.or E, and Vs for the case with one bound state.

energy E" =

Again from equation (2.20)

(2.65)

Ez =

9n2r.2

ffi',e

for case 2. Substitutíon of this Einto equation (2.59\
z
yield.s Q = 7.39 å. This corresponds to a¡r energy E" = 0.77
eV. Thus 0.26 3 E, S 0.77. It should be noted that the
minimum energy predicted is a factor of ten greater than
thermal energy (kT) at room temperature.

,r,.,':,,:,,1,i,'.
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3.1 The DopÞler Experiment
With the development of high resolution Ge(Li) detectors,
low noise ampJ.ifiers and digÍtal gain stabilizers, the
measurement of the Doppler broadened electron-positron
annihilation spectrum (i.e. C(E) in equation 2.47) has become feasibre. rn this investigation¡ ên ortec model 450
research amplifier, together with a digitally-stabilized
Kicksort 512 channel multichannel analyser and an ortec
mod,el 8101-1020V Ge (Li) detector, ¡lrovecl to be a satisfactory
system (see figure 3.1).
The Ge (Li) detector head was shielded on the sides,
fronÈ, bottom and. top, with from 2 to 4 inches of lead.

:,:::

,:
:.i:

,.

All lead bricks used T¡rere carefully checked. for any 221¡a
conËamination before being used. Radioactive sources not
actuarly in use were removed from the vicinity of the det-

)

I

1

l

ector and we1l. shielded. with these precautions, the 22Na
peak with no source present within the lead shield was kept
at a lever below 50 count,s above background in a 2OO-minute
accumulation period. This represented less than .013 of the
tlpical experimenËal peak height accumulated, in 2oo minutes
or only 7Z of one stand.ard dêviation in the peak of an
experimental spectrum
The gain of the system r¡ras adjusted by varying the gain
of the amplifie:-'and the rundown rat,e (digital gain) of the
multichannel analyser. varying the rundown rate and. zero
of the murtichannel analyser eliminaÈed' the necessity of

.,,,
',,,,,,'i,,,

:::

,. .::- :

,

i:-:"¡'-'''::"'

,

¡..,,1,r,,,.,,,,:,
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using a biased. amplifier in the system in order to expand
the width of the peak in the spectrum. The digital stabilízer was used only for gain correction. Gain stabilization
is achieved as follows. A reference peak, which ín this

is always the actual peak of interest in the experiment,
is divided, into two regions of varziable width, Iocated symmetrically about the centre of the peak. The gain stabilizer,
which has a variable sensitivity, adjusts the gain positivery
if a count fal1s into the loroer region ancl negatively if a
count falls into Èhe upper region. Therefore, Ëhe gain is
adjusted ir there is a real gain shift in the system but also
responds to statistj.cal variations in the numbers of counts
falling into the two regions. Even if the system gain ís
constant' this always results in a small increase of the width
of the experimental peak. Therefore, consid.erable care must
be used in employing gain stabilization in order to avoid
undue widening of the peak. ft is necessary to compromise
between the artificial peak widening due to statistics and.
rapid. gaín correct,ion which is desirable in the case of a
real gain shift
case

resolution was clet,ermined using the
0,514 Mev ganuna ray of 8ssr. I¡Iith the use of both the 0.511
.22Na and 0.51-4 MeV tssr gamma rays, the system energy calibration may be determined. Two precautions must be taken
wÏlen setting ttr-e system gain and determining the calibration
facÈor. FÌrst, due to the digital nat,ure of the gain correctTtre systenr energy'

34

ion, the gain of th-e systen may only be set at a value which
initially registers a zero correction for both the 0.511 and
0.514 MeV sources run for a short period rapidly in succession. Cft is assumed that there \¡r"i11 be no gain shift betv¡een
two such spectra. ) Second, the systern gain and resoiutíon
is dependent on the tot,aI count rate. The count rate v¡as,
therefore, held constant at 4.3 kHz for all experimental
accumulations. Thís rate was considered to be a reasonable
compromise b-etrreen better counting statisÈics and worse
resolution. The system energy calibration so determined
was held constant at 0.1154 ReY/channel. Based upon the
assumption that the ssSr 0.514 t4ev gamma spectrum well approxirnaËes the energy resolution at 0.511 MeV, ttre 0.514
spectrum was used direct.ly as the system resolution function. A typical resolution spectrum of sssr with a FI{HIT{ of
1.53t.05 KeV is displayed in figure 3.3.
Several Doppler broadened spectra were accumulated

overnight for each sample (with the multichannel analyser
set at automatic mode). A resolution spectrum was also
accumulated each day that Doppler broad.ened spectra were
collected,. The physical layout was such thaÈ Doppler and
lifetime experiments could be performed simultaneously on

the

same sample

All of the Doppler broadened spectra were deconvoluted
and analysed by the DOPPFIT10 cornputer Program. In the
method employed by this progrëm, experimental data, i.e.
ì

l.'Ìiil
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both the Doppler broadened. spectrum and the resolution
spectrum, are used d.irectly without any data smoothing

or assumption of any functional form for the spectra.
A combination of an iteraËive technique and a curve
fitting technique is employed whereby a model is introduced.and fitted to the deconvoluted spectrum obtained
by the iterations. The introductíon of a model is necessary to accomplish the separation of the deconvoluted
spectrum into its various momentum components. The usual
model specified in this work was the sum of 3 Gaussians.
The output of the program includes a plot of deviations between the experimental Doppler spectrum and
the result of convoluting the model with the resolution
spectrum. The above deviations give a X2 value, which
may be used as a test criterl-on in order to choose the
best result, given in the form of FÌr7HM values and intensities for the Gaussians.

i.

I l:.
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Figure 3.1
Block Diagram for Doppler Set-up
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Figure 3.2
The Resolution Spectrum
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3.2 The Lifetimg

Experiment

standard and well established. method.s and equipment

in the lifetime experiment. Figure 3.3 lists the
model numbers of the equipment used. contemporary lifetíme
experimenÈs make use of the isotope 2tNa in which the
emission of a positron is marked by the simultaneous emission
of a L.28 Mev gamma-ray. The system consists basically of
two detectors, one to detect the !.28 Mev nuclear ganma-ray
(the "start" detector) and the oÈher to detect one of the
0.511 I{eV annihil,ation ganma-rays (the ,,stop,, detector) and
associated timing and, energy selection electronics. Each
detector has two outputs, one for timing purposes and one
for energy selection. The time delay between "start" and
"stop" pulses is converted by the TAC to a pulse whose
amplitude is proportional to the time delay. Appropríate
energy windows are set on the pulse height analysers so that
emission and. annihilation ganma-rays are recognized. r.f
these garrma-rays are detected. within 100 nsec of one another,
the MCA gate is opened to aëcept the time information from
$rere used

Èhe

TAC

The time resolution was measured r+ith

a t0 Co souree
with energy selection remaining the same as for 22Na.
Time spectra from 60 Co vrere accumulated. in this manner for
different instrumental settings until an optimum FWIIM of
this spectrum was achieved. Energ:y windows on the pulse
height analysers for the 1.28 and 0.511 MeV gamma rays lrere
):ì
:a

l::t:;r
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adjusted so that they were centred on the appropriate peaks

of the energy spectrum. Energy window widths were calculated
from the actual analyser dial settings. The values used for
the 1.28 and 0.511 MeV windows were 30? and. 4OZ respectively for the ratio of windov¡ width to Èhe position of the
lower edge of the window. A stable value of 330 psec for
the FWHM was achieved. This value d.id not vary more than 2
psec over a period of 3 months. The FWHII1 was determined
accurately by fit,t,ing a single Gaussian to the resolution
spectrum in a least squares fashion.
The counting rate from a 15 uci 22 Na source with window
set,tings as described above was approximately 25 counts per
second. Lifetime spectra were accumulated for periods of

in most cases, to yield a total area in the
spectrum of at least one million counts. For most samples,
a minimun of 4 separate lifetime spectra were accumulated.
A resolution spectrum was accumulated weekly.
All lifetime spectra were analysed with the computer
program POSITRONFIT2l or an extended version of POSITROÌ{FIT22.
Ttre extended version of POSITRONFIT was tested with a spectrum generating program (see appendix I) which !ùas designed
to use an actual instrumental resolution function folded
into tlre generated test curve which consisted of the sum of
three exponential terms. Statistics were then introduced
into ËÌ¡-e simulated spectrum which was subsequently analysed
with. the extend,ed POSITRONFIT progfam. The input parameËers
Llifetimes and. intensit,ies) compared very favorably with
800 minutes

.the

parameters calculated by tt¡.e analysis program.

A

of the results is contained in appendix I. The
computer used for all the calculations was the University
of Marritoba IBM 370/L58.
summary
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Figure 3.3
Block Diagram for Lifetime Set-up
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3.3 Source Construction
in constructing a source for
positron annihilatíon studies is to minimize the nr:mber of
annihilations taking place in the source mount and source
material itself. rn the analysis of lifetime spectra by
computer, it has usually been the practice to includ.e a
correction for annihilat,íons in the source mount. Annihirations in Èhe source materiar itself are usually negligible
due to the use of very high specific activity sources.
A typical source mount used. by other investigators would
be a thin míca sheet ancl the f¡raction of annihilations in
the mount is as high as several percent. However, the exact
number of annihilations in the source mount is quj.te uncertain, making the analysis of the lifetime spectrum much more
difficult than if there were no source mount annihilations.
An actual calculation of the number of posit,rons
stopped in the source mount is very difficult, to perform
because, in an actual experimental situation, the source is
immersed in the sample riquid or sandwiched betv¡een slabs
of the solid sample. rn this case, there is backscattering
into and through the source mount, and the number of resulting annihilations is difficult to estimate. The number of
The main consideration

source mount annihilations may be estimated experimentally

by observing the change in the shape of an accurately-known
spectrum and correctíng it in such a rray as to restore it to
its proper shape.
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alternative ís to design a source mount
in which the fraction of annihilations is negligible.
In designing an ultra-thin source mount, material
must be used with as low an atomic number as possible.
Spanel, êt a133 have studied the atomic nu¡nber dependence of
penetration of positrons through thin metallic foi1s. Their
resultsshowtheimportanceofchoosingasourcemountwithj:
low atomic nr¡mber to improve positron transmission. Therefore, aluminu¡n is a suitable choice because of its relat,ively
low atomic number of thirteen. The thinnest aruminum foil
readily available has a thickness of 0.22 mg/cm2. The
results of spanel, et ar. show that for foil thicknesses
below 10 mg/cm2 the transmission curve takes on a highly
non-exponential character, increasing more rapid.ly than an
ercp.onential f or smaller thicknesses. Although the d.ata points
do not go below 3 mgrlcm2, they imply close to 100? trans-.
mission for a foíI thickness of .22 mg/cmz. Actual lifetime
experiments on this foil¿4 reveal that a change in the shape
However, the best
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of the spectrum of silicon cannot be detected with fewer
than 5 foils placed around the source. Based on this result,

with the use of onry a single foil as a source mount. it
is assumed that no source correction is necessary in the
computer analysis of the lifetime spectra collected.
Design of a source mount with an ultra-thin foil for
use in liquids, however, posed one minor difficulty.
If
a large rigid holder was used for the foil, it broke rather
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easily

when immersed.

in a liquid.

when Èhe f oil rvas held between two

Best results were obtained

thin wire rings, I cm
in diameter, and folded downwards over the bottom ring.
These rings were formed in a cont,inuous loop, soldered.
together in one spot, and the wire Ìras extended upward and
downward at right angles to the plane of the rings.
(.see figure 3.4). The source material was then deposited
one drop at a time on the foil surface and. allowed to
evaporate. 22Nacl dissolved in water with a specific
activity of >100 uCi per Ugram was used. Approximately
15 uCi of source material was used for each source constructed.
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3.4 Sample Degassing
In the preparation of liquid samples for positron
studíes, it is imperative that the d.issolved oxygen be
removed. Even a very small amount of dissolved oxygen will
drastically alter the lifetime of the long lived. component.
It was originally believed that the change in lifetime
rúas due to ortho-to-para conversion by the paramagnetic
oxygen3s Subsequently, Ít was found26 that this is not the
case and it has been suggested2T that a chemical reaction between o-Ps and oxygen causes the shortening of the lifetime.
To remove the dissolved oxygen, the standard freezethaw technique was used. Great care was taken not to introduce any further impurities into the sample tubes which
$rere constructed of glass (see figure 3.4). Sample tubes
vrere f,irst rinsed with. êonceritrated sulfuric acid, then
distilled water and heated by flame to a temperature just
below:the melting point of the glass. After cooling, the
source rÄ¡as introduced into tube arm A and tube neck C was
constricted with a propane torch to facilitate later sealing
under vacuum. The liquid samples rrere inËroduced into arm B.
Since a ground, glass joint coated with vacuum grease was
used to connect the sample tube to a degassing rack, care
had to be taken not to allow the liquid sample to cond.ense
near the joint, d.issolving the grease and contaminating
the sample. In order to prevent this, a loose collar was
constructe,il to fit over sample tube arm A and direct a
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continuous flow of hot air frorn a he.at gun upward. This
prevent,ed any condensation

of liquid on the side of

arm A

during the d.egassing cycles.
The freeze-pump-thaw cycle was repeated until no
dissolved gas bubbles escaped upon melting for two success-

ive cycles. This entailed as many as fifteen cycles for
some samples and as few as five for others. The sample
tube $¡as then seaLed under vacuum wittr a torch while the
sampJ.e in arm B was kept frozen by liquid nitrogen
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Figure 3.4
Construction of Radioactive Source and. Sample

Tube
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of Samples
A series of six-carbon hydrocarbons comprised the
samples chosen. Three criteria $rere considered in the
3.5

The Choice

choice:

1. Since equation (2,61) shows that the surface
tension is an imporÈant parameter in the bubble mod.el,
samples \¡rere chosen with a wide range of surface tensions.
2. To test the bubble model, the samples must be in
the líquid state and, therefore, samples which are liquid
at room Èemperature were selected.
3. Selection of samples was restricted to compounds
having a reasonably high yield of Ps.
In addition, it was felt desirable to use a series of
structural isomers to minimize the nr¡mber of variables in
the experiment, while at the same time, al1owing, for
example, for va:iiations in the surface tension.
The compounds were all of highest purity commercially
available, and no further purification was performed, The
values of surface tension for some of the triquids \^¡ere
not available; these were measured by a standard capillary
28
rise method. In sunmary, the compounds, their surface
tensions and purity, are listed in table 3.1.
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TABLE

3.1

The Samples Used

i:

::r:,:J;i:t.;-:l

SURFACE

SAI{PLE

FORMULA

TENSION*

BENZENE

CeHe

28.6510.05 Baker Analysed

HEX.ANE

CeHr,*

2-METHYLPENTANE

C

3-METHYLPENTANE

CeHr+

(dynesr/cm)

PURÏTY

Spectroscopic Grade

18. 110.

I Aldrich GoId Label

Spectroscopic Grade

17.0r0.lt Aldrich

eHr,t

99+Z

17.8010.05 Aldrich 99+Z

2, 2 -D ÍIUIETHYLB UTAÀIE CeHr,t

15.910.1

Aldrich

96?

2 , 3-DIMETHITLBUTANE

CeHr,,

17.rt0.lf Aldrich

972

1-FLUOROHEXANE

CeHr¡ F

20.110.r

1-CHLOROHEXANE

Ce

1-BROMOHEXANE

C 51113

* TEMPERATURE

Hrs C1

Br

Eastman

ÌIot S¡recifi-ed

25.73t0.05 Baker Grade
27

.8!O .L

Aldrich

99+z

23OC

f Measured
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4.L The Doppler Spgctra
did not show any easily
distinguishable features. Therefore, only a represenËative
curve, that for hexane, is shown in figure (4.1) along with
the deconvoluted result and the resolution spectrum. A1though an attempt was first made to introd.uce a two Gaussian
component, model to describe the deconvoluted spectra, in
most of the cases thís resulted in large deviations between
the input Doppler spectrum and the spectrum generated by
convoluting the fitted Gaussians with the resolution spectrum. Hexane in the solid phase and l-bromohexane were exceptions and two Gaussian components described their deconThe experimental Ðoppler spectra
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vo1utedspectraweI1.AI1theotherspectrakIerewe11
described by the sum of three Gaussian components. This is
in good agreement with the angular correlation results of
Mogensen2s who also employed three Gaussian components.

Theresu1Èsofinteresthere(thewidthandintensityof.
the narrow component) were not sensitive to variation of
the widest component.
Average values of the DOPPFfT results, i.e. fulI widths
at half maximum (FWHM) and inÈensities of the Gaussian
comPonents together with the standard deviations in the mean
!,rere calculated for all the samp.les and are listed in table
(4.11. In calculating these averages, any spectra exhibitÍng
poor deviation plots in DOPPFIT (of the type described. in
section3.1)weredisregard'ed.Thedegreeofreproducibi1ity
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of each result ís indicated by the standard deviation.
Actuar uncertaint,ies in the intensities of the various components are larger than the standard. deviations due to a
possible source of systematic error introduced by the use
of a mod.el in DoPPFrr. For instance , íf one Gaussian fits
the narrow component poorly at higher momentum values, then
the wider components will be adjusted to compensate for this
and the area of the narrow component wirl be syst.ematically
under or over-estimated. Thus the uncertairities in each
intensity is conservatively estimated to be 10eó of the value.
Note that no narro!,r component data are listed for l-bromohexane. The intensity is expected to be less than 22, a
value too small t.o be detected by the DOppFIT program.
The results of the..analyses performed by DOppFIT may
be interpreted. as momentum d.istribuËions in accordance with
equation (2.52) (.using the data from table 4.1). When
applied to a distribution with three components the required
expression will take the form:
(4

.

1)

Nr G'

= ,å ,lrt5f

exp (-k , /o,í)

L

(k) is the total moment,um d,istribut,ion and. i = Lr2
and 3 refer to components A, B and C, respectively, in
table (4.1) . These distributions are plotted in figure @.A
together wiÈh the correspondíng angular correlation resu1ts30
for three representative samples: benzene, hexane and. 1fluorohexane. It can be seen from the figure that the agreement between the two distributions is favorable. In add.ition,
where

NT

i :.).:: :f
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more recent angular correlat,ion results2e

in

for

benzene

and,

of three Gaussians are in good
agreement with the present results. Therefore, the Doppler
broadening method. in conjunction with DOPPFIT proves to be
a suitable e:çerimental technique.
hexane analysed

Èerms
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FÍgure 4.1
Deconvolution of a Doppler Spectrum
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TABLE 4.1

Result,s for the Doppler Spectra

L :

l.:::.

l.'.'

t.

-

.).:

.

.

.rr1,,l

,230c

4.810.8

0.8r0.1

I-CHLOROHEXANE ,230 C

l-BRoMoHExANE

8.610 .3

2.1510.01

96 .4!O

.2

.2!0.6
5.510.6

9

I 94.4r0.9
.0

6.2!0.6

4It0.01 87.]-t9.2

2.23!0

2.

5.610.6

.2!0 .6

8L.2!0.7

2. 20r0 . 01

.4!0.9

L7

0.6710.03
0. 7310.04

C

I-FLUOROHEXANE ,230 C

o

78!2

4

3.610.2

0.8r0.1

4.310.1

1.410.3

2tL

23

2.21r0.03

I

20r

0.6510.03

2, 3-DTMETHYLBUTANE,

C

23

2, 2-DI,METHYLBUTANE,
o

l.310.t
6.2!0.6

81.510.6

2.22!.OL

0. 67r0 .02 17 .2+A.7

C

3-METHYLPENTANE ,230

HEXANE, -Lg 60C ( SOr,rp)

0.9r0.1

2.8r0.4

4

4.610.6

6

10r

I

2.L9!0.0I 80.lt0.6

3.510.

3.710.5

7.4r0.

rc (8)

0.64r0.04 19,0t0u5

I

87!2

2.20t0.02 79.2!0.5

2. 110.1

4.310.6

FWHM-

I r¿arr ì C

2-METHYLPENTANE ,230 C

0.9r0.

0.68r0.02 18.0t0.2

rB (8)

2.1610d01 78.7!0.6

F THM_
lTta\lì IJ

2.25!0.01 98.410.8

,230C

1.1r0.3
3!2

13.9t0.7

05

.77t0.

o

ro [E)

(flE{}$A

1.610.8

HEXANE

BENZENE, -10 o C (SOr,rp )
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Figure 4.2
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4.2 The Lifetime Spectra
A representative lifetime spectrum, Èhat for hexane,
is shown in figure (4.3) along with the fitted spectrum
from PosrrRoNFrr. An attempt was first made to specify
two exponential components in posrrRoNFïT, which, in most
of the cases, resulted in a large variance between the
experimental spectrum and the calculat,ed spectrum.

Benzene

in the solid phase were exceptions, and two exponential components well described their lifetime spectra.
All the other spectra vrere best described by three exponentíal components and PosrrRoNFrr was noÈ abLe to d.etect four
components in any of the spectra. This is different from
the result,s of most previous work in liquids where the techniques have been capable of resolving only two components.
Average values of the PosïTRoNFrr results in terms of mean
lifetime r ¡ and intensity r together with the stand.ard
deviations in the mean were calculated, for arl the sampres
and are presented in t,a^ble (4.2).
and. hexane
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Figure 4.3
The Lifetime Spectrum of

Hexane
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TABLE 4.2

Results for the LifetÍme Spectra

:-:i::-1

,230C

(E)

(nsec)

Ie (8)

0.30r0.04
0.27,!0.04

I-CHLOROHEXAI{E, 23 oC

I-BROMOHEXANE, 23oC

0.50r0.04

t3

0.491 0.02

0.48r0.04

40r

30t

I

I
54!L2

58118

52r

0.47!0.01 36.It0.7

0. 48t0.01

28r18

29!8

0.1710.01 20.9t0.6

0.25t0.04

o

23 C

I-FLUOROHEXANE, 23oC

2, 3-DTMETHYLBUTANE,

3

31t

0.1510.01

r:2-DIMETHYLBUTANE, 230 C

2

34!2

0.49r0.02

24!2

0.19r0.02

80rL

3-METHYLPENTANE, 23oC

0. 32r0.01

0. 4810.01 36.710.8

0. 33r0.01 70.6r0.5

0.46r0.02 33. 4r1. 5

Tz

0.48r0.01 36.510.6

23!2

2Bt2

Ir

0. 18r0.01 2L.2t0.6

23OC (SOLID)

0.18t0.01

tr (nsec)
0. I8t0.02

2-IUETHYLPET{ITANE, .',230 C

HEXATiTE,

HEXANE, 23oC

B¡:NZBNE,-100C (SOLTD)

BENZENE

SAD{PLE, TE¡rtP ERATU RE

Ig (8)

01

29.4t0.5

7

20r

I
05

3

.20!0 .02 43.0r0.1

39t

42.2!0.2

I

2.49!.07

5.410.6

3.12r0.04 I3.8t0.2

3.60r0.03 18.510.1

4

4.5010.01

4.04!0.

4.20t0.02 42.3t0.

1.3110.06

3.94t0.06 40.711.8

1.50{0.

3.2310.01 38. 9* 0.

'rs (nsec)
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4:3 Dopple.r Spectra and th.e Bubble

Model

As st,ated previously, Èhe narror¡r or low momentum component of the Doppler broadened spectrum is d.ue to the annihilation of p-Ps. section (2.3) suggests a procedure for

application of the bubble moder theory to the narrow component of the deconvoluted Doppler spectrurn in the case where
the narrosr component is described by a Gaussian. Accord.ingly,
the F!,IIII'I values for the narrow component from table (4.1),
(FWHMÀ), were used to calculate o values with reLation(2.51) ,
(where o is the Gaussian width parameter). Then expression
(2.49) , describing the theoretical pred.iction was .fitted,.to
(2.52.) r. thus describing the experimental result in terms of
krR and R. The fitting proced.ure used a sÍmp1e two parameter least square technique. The parameters K1R and. R in
(2.49) were varied to form a grid of variances and the values

giving the minimr¡n variance \¡ras chosen. This was performed.
to an accuracy of 0.13 on the krR and R values. Appendix
rr lists the computer program used. The variances conveqged
smoothly to a best value with no local minima appearing.
Table (4.3) summarizes the values of krR and, R given by the
fit along with the. o values for each sample. The results of
the fitting are shown graphically in figure (4.4) with the
theoretical fits represented by solid lines and the experimental data (on the basis of Gaussians) by dots. In all
cases the curves could not, be distinguished from the dots,
withín plotÈing error. All the curves fit the data within
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0.53 in the peak of the

momentum

distribution (í.e. at

1o

value), with the exception of benzene, r-fluorohexane and
l-chlorohexane which d,eviated by ress than lBat the peak. up
to 1.5o all the'curves fit the data within Ia. At hígher
values of momentum the theoretical curve fell berow the
experimental points. Agreement between the two distrÍbutions
is remarkable considerÍng that some degree of approximation
was involved in fitting a Gaussian to the narrov¡ component
(in DoPPFrr) as a means of describing Èhe experimental daÈa.
The validity of the bubble moder theory is supported by
this agreement.
As indicated in table (4.1), tvro samples (hexane'and
benzene) were investigated. in the solid phase. one reason
for this investigation was to check on earrier angular
correration results31 where rad.iation d,amage due to the
large positron source was suspected. The current results
agree with the angular correlation experiment in that the
narrolf component is essent,ially non-existent in spite of
the indications from the lifet,ime results that positronium
is formed. rn addition, íf the br¡bble model is correct for
liquids, one would expect significantly different results
in the solid phase. These results are therefore includ.ed
simply to exhibit this d.ifference and are not discussed.
further.
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TABI,E 4.3

Results of the Theoretical Fit
to the Low Moment,um Component

r-

:."

-11

'.:.r.j.;r:l
:

SAIqPLE

o (KeV)

BENZENE

0.46r0.03

3.9r0.

3

2.52!0.02

HEXANE

0.41r0.01

4. 4f0. 1

2.52t0 .02

2-METHYLPENTANE

0.39r0.02

4.6t0 .2

2.52!0 .02

3-METHYLPENTANE

0.40r0.01

4

.510.1

2.52!0.02

0.39r0.02

4.6t0 .2

2.52!0.02

2

| 2-ÐTT(I.THYLBUTANE

(EXP.)

2, 3-DIMETH]TLBUTAITE 0. 40r0.02

krR
(FIT)

R (Å)

(FIT)

4.51 0 .02 2.52!0.02

1-FLUOROHEXANE

0.44!0.02

4.t!0 .2

2.52!0 .02

1-CHLOROHEXANE

0.48r0.06

3.7r0.4

2.52t0.02

ii ::-:t::,¡ l
!:: ": , ìij.l
.'.l.t:'.;.

i:1:-l.1
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Figure 4.4
Theoretical & Experimental Momentum Ðist,ributions for p-ps
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4.4 The Bubble Mod.el and. the Lifetime Spectra
As stated previously, the long lived component of the
lifetime spectrum is d,ue t,o the pickoff annihilation of
o-Ps in the case where Ps is formed. rn section €.4) equation (2.57) relaËes the parameter krR in the br¡bble model to
the observed annihilation rate. Equation (2.s7) iç repeated
here for the sake of convenience:
(2.57) trob"-Àrr". =

nrl"rofffi,
t.

ro is the classical electron radius, c the speed of
light in a vacuum and gs the effective number of erectrons
per unit volume. The parameter p0 may be d.etermined with
the assumption that the positron will annihilate only with
electrons in the outermost, shel1 of each of the constituent
atoms of the molecule. Then,
(4-2) oo= \ot
where

m

is

s number, p the densiÈy, m the molecular
weight and z the total number of electrons in the outermost
shelIs of the constituent atoms of each molecule. One may
solve for krR by computer if all the other parameters are
known. For instance, Àobs = lg = r /ts from table(. 4.2:). In
this work the "bisection" method was employed to solve for
krR and is described in Appendix III.
-In section 2.5 krR is related to the bubble radiusrR,
and to the surface tension t ^( t by relation (2.G2) in which
the parameter zo is set equal to zero. Given that krR has
where No

Avogadror
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been calculated by the method described above and

that y
is known, the bubble radius, R, may be calculated. Table
(4. 4) lists some of the parameters and the results of these
calculations. The uncertainties shown reflect the uncertainties in the experimental values of Àobs, and d,o not
take into account for example, the r:ncertainty in assigning to Z the nr¡mber of valence electrons.
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TABLE 4.4

Bubble Model Parameters From The LifeÈime Results

38
38
44
44

44

2, 2-DIMETIIYLBUÐAñtrI

2, 3-DIMBTHYLBUTANE

1-FLUOROHEXANE

1-CHLOROHEXANE

1-BROMOHEXANE

0.23810.001

I

0.277!0.002

i

0.4010.01

27.8r0.1

,

0.320r0.004

17.

20.110.1

.222!0.001

0.23 9t0.001

0

lt0.1

15.9r0.1

17.80t0.05
0.247!0.003

0.254!0.004

18. 110.1
17. 0t0.

0.309r0.001

Àobs

(nsec-'¡

28 . 65r 0. 05

Y(#)

25.7 310.05

,,t: ..

38

3-METHYLPENTANB

38

HEXANE

38

30

BENZENE

2-METIIYLPENTANE

z

SA¡4PLE

2.L67r0.009

2.247!0.004

2.307!0.002

2. 31010. 001

2.325t0.001

2.300r0.003

2.306r0.001

2.29 0t 0. 005

2.27 4!0 . 001

kr Rl
01

3.9510.06

4.18r0.06

4.57!0.05

4.76!0.02

4.8810.02

4. 69t0.05

4.76l.0.02

4.65r0.05

4.L2!0.

R rÅl
(Zo=0)

4.5

Comparison

of the Bubble

Model Applications

arising when the bubble model
is applied to Èhe Doppler and rifetime results as tabulated
in tables (4.3) and (4.4) are compared directly in table
(4.5). Examination of the R values shows a definite correlation, and therefore some support for the bubble, but the
values from the lifeÈime resurts are consistently higher
by approximately 5z (more in the case of l-fluorohexane and
l-chlorohexane). The krR parameters from the Doppler
results are consistently higher than the corresponding
lifetime parameters by approximately 92. Another feaËure of
the Doppler k1R parameters is their constancy compared to
the variation of the lifetime krR parameters. This constancy may reflect the constant general shape of the Gaussian
describing the narro$¡ part of the êxperimental counting
rate distribution.
An interpretation of these resurts is possibre with the
realization that the parameters R and klR are related to
the centre of mass momentum of the Ps. An expectatj_on
value for the Ps momentumr (k> may be simply calculated
from the kínetic energy (K.8.) of the ps. The K.E.rs of the
Ps ínside and outsid.e the bubble are known since the Èotal
energy of the Ps is E at all t,imes (this is the eigenvalue
for the Hamiltonian in the bubble moder) and the potential
energy is zero insid,e the bubble and Vq outsid.e Èhe bubble.
The value of the K.E. of Èhe Ps will vary depending on whether
The parameters R and, krR
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ÎABLE 4.5
Comparíson of Bubble Model parameters

ii '. _ .ì1,'

S.AI\ÍPLE

R

(Doppler)

krR
(DoppIer)

R
krR
(Lifetime) (LifeÈimd'

BENZENE

3.9r0.

3

2.52t0.02 4. 12r0 .01 2.274!0.001

HEXAÀTE

4.410.1

2.52!0.02 4.6510. C5 2.29 0r0.005

2-METHYLPENTANE

4.6r0.1

2.52t0 .02 4.76!0 .02 2.306l'0.001

3-METHYLPENTAI.TE

4.510.1

2.52t0 .02 4.69r0.05 2.30010.003

2, z-DTMETHYLBUTANE

4.610 .1

2.52!0.02 4. 8810 . 02 2.325!0.001

2 ,3-DT,ITIETHYLBUTANE

4.5t0.1

2.52!0 .02 4.7610.02 2.310t0.001

1-FLUOROHEXANE

4.110.2

2.52t0.02 4.57!0.02 2.307!0.002

1-CHLOROHEXAI{E

3.7!0.4

2.52t0.02 4.18r0.02 2.247 !0 . 004

li'-:l':¡ii:'::
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it is insid.e the werl or outside the well. The probabilities
for being inside and outside the weIl, pt and, p2 rêsp€ctively, are known from equation (.2.55) and since pr* ?r= 1.
Thus the expectation value for the momentum is
(4. 3) <k> = krP rf kzPz
where kr (it is shown below that this is the factor kr in
krR) is the momentum inside the br:bble and kz is the momentdefined in chapter 2 are recognized as the requj-red

momenta

since

(4.4) kr = ,F
t 4nE

and

(4.5) kz = ,T
/:4m-m- Ef
(i.e. each is of the required form to yield a kr and kz in
the momentum units of length-l ) . Then, making use of the
fact that (2.20) gives a relaÈionship between kr and. k2 on€
may wriÈe

(4.6)

<k>R

=

krR-

t
-t¡ç'nt sT'?fl<tnl
1- (k rR) coÈ (k rR)

t

This arlows one to determine <k> where krR and R are known.
substÍtution of krR and R from the Doppler results into (4.6)
yields a higher <k> than does sr¡bstitution of krR and R from
rifetime results. rn order to stilr maintain a consistent
picture of the bubble model in view of both the Doppler and
lifetime results the following explanat,ion is suggested. The
prediction of a higher momentum in the Doppler case may be due
to the mixing of a higher momentum state with the normal

l
i

i,],''j.¡

bubble state. For example, some bubble states may be
excited 2s states or some ps may be in a second type of

state such as a chemically bound. state with ions or
molecules where the degree of localization of the ps may be
greater resulting in a higher centre of mass momentum.
The excj.ted state type of explanation for an apparently too
high value of Ps centre of mass momenturn was first advanced
by Hernandez and choi32 in the case of angular correlation
results for liquid helium. They expressed the observed. ps
state as a combination of a normal state and an excited
state. rn the present case, the fact that the second state
is not observed in the lifetime result (where use is made of
only the longest lived component) would be d.ue to a different
pickoff rate in this state since the penetrat,ion of the ps
wave functíon into the medium would be d.ifferent in a higher
energy state. The supposition of the presence of an excited
state may be examined upon calculations of the various parameters for all allowed bubble s states. rt is assumed, that
the krR and R values from the lifetime data result only from
the ground state of the br,rbble and Ëherefore may be used to
calculate the potentíal well depth, Vo, from equation (2.2Ð.
This value, and the surface tensionry, serve as inpuÈ parameÈers in the graphical solut,ion of equati-on (2.6L) with
Zs - O, yielding a value of klR. The calculation employs
the method of Appendix rrr. Equation (2.21) is then used. to
calculate the R values for the allowed. bound state solutions.
bound

jr:i .:ii.: !
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Significantly, this calculation does allow a weakly bound
excited, state for the bubble. The excited state parameters
along wíth the potenËial well depths are listed. in table
(4.6). Therefore, in the analyses of the Doppler results
the wave function for the ls state was used to describe
what may be a mixture of ls and 2s states. It is difficult
to say how Èhe parameter krR from the Doppler result should
behave in this type of situation. However, the behavior
of the parameter R calculated from the Doppler result may
be underst,ood if the following simple picture is considered.
AssumingafractionPofPstobeinthe1sstateand1-P
tobeinthe2sstate,thenasacrudeapproximationRfrom
the Doppler result (referred to as F) could be expressed.as
a weighted average of the Is and 2s values for R. Table (4.7)
contains the values of P calculated according to the ahove
assumption. The fact that this estimation of P gives a regular, reasonable value (e=0.90) increases the possibility
thattheaboveisacorrectexp1anationofthed.ifference

lifet,i:ne results. Nevertheless, the
presence of a second. type of bor:nd state for some of the Ps
also remains as a possible explanation for Èhe difference in
calculated bubble model parameters for the Doppler and lifetime experimental results. Bound states of the type required
here have been postulated and. observed by investigators in
the area of Ps chemistry. lA Many of these bound, states of Ps
in aÈomic molecular and ionic systems, such as PsII, PsCl, etc
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are stable and may have binding energies of approximately
1 eV. It is conceivable that the mixing of such a state
with the low momentum Ðoppler component could result j.n a
higher calculated centre of mass momentum and a higher
d.egree of localization (lower R) ín the Doppler case. However, Èhe chemically bound. state is apparently not as probable as the 2s state since no ind.ependent evid.ence has been
d.iscovered to support its formation, whereas in the case of
the 2s bubbre state there is already strong evidence for
the presence of the ls state.

.. :.
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TABLE

4.6

Excited State Parameters

i

-...:.:.

1,. r,

SAT\,IPLE

Vo (eV) Er s (eV) Ezs (eV,

krR

R

(A)

BENZENE

0.99

0. 58

0.98

1.654

2

HEXANE

0

.82

0.46

0.81

0.646

2.52

2-¡4ETHYLPENTANE

0.81

0.45

0. 80

L.642

2.53

3-¡4ETHYLPENTANE

0.82

0.46

0. 81

L.644

2.5I

2 ,?-DÍMETHYLBUTANE

0.81

0.43

0. 80

I.637

2.52

2 , 3-DTMETHYLBUTANE

0.82

0. 45

0.81

1.641

2.5L

1-FLUOROHEXANE

0. 88

0

.49

0.87

0.64

3

2.42

1-CHLOROHEXANE

0.90

0.55

1.663

2.43

0

.89

.30

t' '.t.: . :.- .r ::
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TABLE 4.7

Proportions of ls

and

2s States

_:

SAT{PLE

R.
IS

R2"

BENZENE

4.t2

2.30

3.9

0.87

HEXANE

4.6s

2.52

4.4

0. 88

2-METHYLPENTANE

4.76

2.53

4.6

0.93

3-I{ETHYLPENTANE

4.69

2.51

4.5

0.91

2

4. 88

2.52

4.6

0. 88

2, 3-DTI4ETHYf,BUTANE

4.76

2.5r

4.5

0.

1-FLUOROHE}(ANE

4.5V

2.42

4.L

0

1-CHLOROHEXANE

4.18

2. 43

3.7

0. 73

,z.DÍMETHYLPENTANE

P

R

88

.78

"fï.¡:.:ì:,::l:.li
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4.6 RelaËionships Between Ëhe Various Component Intensities
rt is possible to esÈablish general relationships between the various component intensities for both the lifetime and Doppref results. For exampre, since 3/4 of the ps
is o-Ps and l/4 is p-ps, it would, be expected that the
intensity, r¡, of the long lived. component and the inÈensity,
rA, of the low momentum Doppler component should be simply
related. The assumption here is that Ig is due to o-ps
pickoff and r^ is due to p-ps. since the p-ps also undergoes
pickoff by the same mechanism as the o-ps, a small fraction
of it wíll not annihilate with low centre of mass momentum.
one may argue that the fractional change of low momentum
events due to the pickoff rate, Àp, is equal to the ratio of
the actual annihilation rat,e of p-ps, Àp * À0, to the annihiration raËe Ào which would occur if there $/ere no pickoff.
Then one may calculate a predicted intensity, rA, of parapositronium with
+ Ào
(4.7) t:A = r-A ]p-Ào
where Àp is the pickoff rate and ),6 is the p-ps vacuum self
annihilation rate of l/.r2s rr"".-t. Furthermore, it is also
assumed. that rr, the shorÈest lived component, contains the
p-Ps annihilations. Thus, if Ig consisted of all the o-ps
annihilations and rr consisted of only p-ps annihilations
then the following relationships should hold:
(4.8) rr = -Á = rs/3
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of rr r r{ and rz/3 are tabulaÈed in table (4.9).
The uncert,ainties in r r and r s are taken to be the standard
deviations in the calculated mean values. rnspection of
table (4.8) shows that relation (4.8) is not valid (alt,hough
one could, allow rá, = rg/3, within uncertainty, for benzene
and l-chlorohexane). A valid relationshíp on the basis of
table (4.8) is
(4.9) rr t rá > Ís/3
This compleÈe relationship has not previously been observed
in the case of organic liquids, primarily because computational and experimental techniques have only recentry been
able to resolve 3 components in the lifetime spectra or
clearly resolve the narrow component in angular correlation
distributions or Doppler spectra.
As a result of relatíon (4.9) it becomes necessary to
search for a mechanism which increases Ir and If, relative to
fs. Three possible explanations of (4.9) are proposed in
this work. First, the possibility is considered. that there
is a t,ransiËion from the bubbre state to another state (e.g,
a chemically bound state) where the píckoff rate is much
greater resulting in some of the o-ps being included with rr
instead, of with ïs. Second, the possibility of ortho to
para spin conversion is considered which wourd inerease rr
and fi at the expense of 13. Finally, it is proposed thaÈ
some of the positronium follows a separate branch and does
not form the br:bble, instead forming a bound state (e.g. an
The values

t

'- _--.
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excited bubble state or a chemically bound. state) with. a
much greater pickoff rate and therefore is included with rr.
These three proposals are presented in detair and. tested in

the following sections.
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TABLE 4.8

Relationships

Among

Various Intensities

rí

SAIU,PLE

Ir

BENZENE

28!2

14f 1

13.0!0.2

HEXAÌ.IE

23!2

L9!2

13.6r0.6

2-METHYLPENTANE

2L!L

20t2

14.10r0.05

3-METHYLPENTANE

24t2

18t

2,?-DTMETHYII,BUTANE

311 3

2L!2

13.0r1.0

2, 3-DI¡{ETHYLBUTANE

2t!L

181 2

14.3310.05

1-FLUOROHEX.A,NE

29t8

911

6.L7t0.05

1-CHLOROHEXANE

28r 18

511

4.6t0.2

0r 13

f

1.8r0.2

1-BROMOHEX.ANE

.4

(B)

(3)

2

Ig/3(z)

14. 11 0.

1

',:

:l
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4.7 The 'rTransition"

Mod,el

rn the "transit,ion" model it is proposed tTrat positronium undergoes a transition from the bubble (state [n r] )
ín the medium (state tn zl ).
The analysis of this situation is similar to the meËhod of
and hecomes chemically bound

vüest33 and proceeds

as follows.

consider the schematic diagram for this reaction as it
applies to o-Ps:
z^r

Il

i rr,

I5+t I ,r, I Àå 2y

where À1 = Àr""

*

+ l,_(Àc is the pickoff rate
in the chemicalllz bound. state), Krz is the reaction rate
constant and 2y refers to annihilaËion. rt is assumed that
the reverse re4ction rat,e constant, Kzr = 0. At t = O, the
st,ates Inl] and [nz] have populations no and zeto, respectivery. These popurations change with time and their rates
of change are given by
(4.10) dnr= -(À1 + Kr¿)nr
À,, and À! = Àrr^.

dt

and,

(4.11) Êgr = Kre nr
The eigenvalues

^i

(4.L2) (-r)

Àl n2

of this system are given
-(Àl * Kr¿) -,l\

which yields

0

2

Krz

by

=
-r9 - n

0,
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and

(4.14)

= -À!
The general solution is then given by
(4.15) nr= A exp (À1 * Krz )t + B exp
.t1',

f

lt

and

(4.16) nz = C exp (À1 + Krz )t + D exp f åt.
The constants A, B, C and D may be determined from the
following four initial conditions:
(4.L7 ) nr (O) = no
(4.18) nz (0) = 0
(4'19) þt (r=o)
= -(À1 * Krz )nr (o)
(4.20,
This results

åË,.=0, =
i.n

Klz nr

(o) -

À9nz (o)

.

(4.21) A = no
(4.22) B = 0

(4.23) c=111Y,
r\12(4.24) ^ -"

^l.r
DoKtz

_o

^2

¡91Çffi

Then the rate of annihilations from each sÈate is

(4.25) -dnr
dr, =

*

Krz

)exp-ç¡9 +

(4.26) -9nz = no (À9 t

Xtr

)r,r

no (À1

E-1ffi
-no

À8Krz

FTITE-)
The

Krz

)t

exp-(À1 + Krz

)t

exp-Àzt

contribution to the experimental lifetime spectrum

by
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decayfrom stat,es [nr] and [nz]will

be

(4.27) n(E¡= [ti- dt
9?r- 9*,1a.
dt r $e
Jtr'
'

= (tr

/2 and Ât = tz - tr (the channel width) is
small. This resulËs in a contribut,ion to the measured

where E

+ Eù

spectrum of

,
':

''
ì

i

(

4.28) n (r) = no tr
+

exp- Crl + xL) t

#äFFÇ)exP-(À!

- fuKl¡At

,

exp-Àå

+ Krz)t

t.

This expression contains two d.ifferent observed annihilation
rates, i.e. À9 and À1 f Krz. Referring to the previous
section, the basis of this model is the assumption that the
pickoff rate from the chemically bound state is significantly
greater than the pickoff rate associated. with the longest

lived component, i.e. Àz>Àr* Krz . The result of this inequality is a predicted increase in I¡ relative to Ir as
opposed to the required decrease. (The first two terms in
(4.28) are both positive, increasing the inÈensity of the
long lived component.) This contrad.ictÍonr âs well as the
Presence of the exponential term in (4.28) with a negative
intensity excludes the model as a possibility.

l:iljj:;:j:ì;
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4.8 The "Conversion" Model
In the "conversion" model it is proposed that ps
undergoes conversion bet$reen the singlet and triplet staÈes.
rt is assumed that this conve.rsion might take prace if there
$rere a high enough concentration of paramagnetic ions in
the positron spur. since the analysis of this situation is
similar to that, of the "transition" model some of the d,etails
are omitted in the following development.
schematically the above may be represented by the following diagrams
2^v

19

Kre

4t [rr, ]
irrr"

.,P

ù^1

2y

where [nr] is the population of o-Ps in the bubble, [nj is the

population of p-Ps in the br¡bbIe, À1 = À---^+
À-, À9 = ),0+ ÀvacP'1vP
and Kzr = 3Krz (since there are 3 available states of o-Ps
and one available sËate of p-Ps. Following Gold.anskiiIB the
following differential equations may be writ,ten for this system:

(4.29) +t=
dr
(4.

(À1 + K)nr

+

3K nz

30) dnz- Kn1- (r9 + 3K) nz

äEwhere K = Kr2. The eigenvalues of the system give the following exponential decay constants which may be interpreted as
observed annihilation rates

:

(4.31) Âr,z = t/2 {09 + Àl + 4r)t
)
The

state [nr] has a population 3/4F and the state I nz]
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has a population L/AF at t = Q. The population of the
two states will obey the relations

.;Ð i#+Jexp-Â2r
(4.33) n¿(r) = år
{#}exp-Â¡r

. þ {frfr}exp-^2r
is the fraction of positrons forming positronium
and the populations nr (t) + nz (t) are normarized. to unity.
This will result in a contribution to the lifetime spectrum
which will be of the form
where F

(4.34)

The low momentum component of the Doppler spectrum

given by Èhe portion of p-ps not und.ergoíng
(4.35) rA = [to

will
pickof f ¡ or

be

^en2dt

/n' rn, - rBl + n, (rB - nr ll -= 41 TÀe
rlT-rl
The eigenvalue determinant used

to solve for the

¡l r ,

z may

instead be used to solve for K so that

(4.36)
where both

*=ffi,

= Âr ârrd Â = L2 must satisfy the expression.
Some further manipulation will also give
.t1.

(4.37) ll =

(Âr

t Âz) -

4/\rA¿r^
F
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if ít is assumed that Ir cjf the lifetj¡ne
contains all of ttre p-Ps annitr-ilations ttren
and

spectrum

Application of the foregoing relations to the experimental
resulÈs would require the further relaËion

(4.39) F = 1 Lz
which assumes that Iz contains all of the non-positronium
annihilations. One may use these relatíons and the experimental data to calculate F, À?, À1, and then K using
both the values Âr and Âz ând comparing the two results.
These calculations are given in table (4.9), showing a large
discrepancy between the two calculated K values. Therefore,
the results given in table (4.9) indicate that the "conversion" model d.oes not hold.
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TABLE 4.9

Calculated Results of the "Conversion" Model

: l'...--::-,,1

r:tt

0.633
0. 635

0.660

HEXANE

2-METHYLPENTANE

3-METHVLPENTANE

3.48
3.17

0.480

0.420

1-FLUOROHEXANE

1-CHLOROHEXANE

20

4. s9

s.

4. 15

4.2L

4.23

4:43

0.639

'

.p
(nsec-'
Ãz

2 , 3-DTMETHYLBUTAIüE

2,2-DII|IETHYLBUTANE 0.700

0.666

F

BENZENE

SATT,IPLE
)

.2L

2.0s

2

I.25

2.37

1.38

1. 28

L.47

1.50

rli""-,
,

-0.34

-0.33

0.41

-0.10

0. 23

0. 21

0. 17

0.24

(nsec-1.-I

K, via Â'

.87

3

I
49.4

13.

4.07

3.92

4

3.9

3.96

4. 8s

(nsec -I

K, via
Âz

I

r

¡

ìti

;

::':i

,,,lr

)

1

i

l

I
i

t

i

t

l

:

'

,

J 1.1

r:
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4.9 The "Branch" Model
The "branchrr model assumes

that

of Ëhe positronium formed does not enter the bubble state, but instead
forms anoÈher state such as a bound state with a morecule
or ion of the med.ium. (rncid,enËal1y, this model would
appry equalry well to the entry of some ps atoms into a¡r
excited bubble stat,e as opposed. to the ground state in
the normal case. ) At time t = 0 let the fraction of
positrons having formed positronium be F. At the same
ti¡ne let the fraction of F forming the bubbre ground state
be P. schematically, the above could be represenÈed by the
following diagram for both o-ps and p-ps.
BRANCH 1

P l'oP
BUI:rElor'

some

BRANCH 2

I r-p

or""*
I

ff ,r*

In this scheme let À! = Àrr".* Àp, Àl = Ào + l,n, À! = Àrr".* Àg
and. Àl = Àp + À8. The superscripts o and p refer to o-ps
and p-Ps, respectively and the subscripts I and 2 refer Èo
the branches. À.ru" i" the intrinsic vacuum annihiration
rate of o-Ps, reis the intrinsic vacuum annihilation rat,e
of p-Ps, Àp is the pickoff rate in the bubble and. À" is t,he
pickoff rate in the bound state. The contribuÈion to the
lifetime spect,rum due to ps will then simply be
(4.40) n(r) = å tr(1 -p)lexp-À9t*| tF(1 -p)lexp-lf,t
* f;re exp-À|t * åru exp-rft.
The intensityr rar of the low momentum component will be

i-..

.'.

l'r ". r ':
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(*

(4.41) rA = +
I

tF cl

- p)-oç-rlt

+

rp exp-lfttat

0

p)
= Ào
4 Jr(r.

t rE

FP I
*'rlJ'

relationships may be tested as to their val.id.ity in
describing experiment,al data.
As stated earlier, analysis of the experimental lifetime spectrum yields three distinguishable exponential
components. It is assumed. that
the o-ps annihilation
^2,
rate in the branch ,.4, is suff iciently great f or thi-s compThese

onent to be unresolved compr,rtationally and appear mixed,

with the shortest lived component, Ir, and/or the intermediate component, J z. Pred.iction of how much of the À9
component míxes into Ir and how much mixes Ínto lz is not
possible. .The limiting cases can however be considered.,
i.e. case I where the À9 component, ís totally contained in
I, and case II where the À9 component is totally contained.
in Iz.
A qualitative consideration of the two cases may be
useful. In Case I, fr is increased due to both o-ps and.
p-Ps components from branch 2 and I[ (the total amount of
p-Ps) is increased due to the "extra" p-Ps from branch 2,
agreeÍng with the experimentally observed relation (4.8) ,
i.e. Ir t Iá > Is/3. trn case TI boÈh Ir .and I; are
Íncreased equally d.ue to the p-Ps from branch 2, thus
suggesting Ir = IA t Ís/3. Assuming that, in the real case,

.:1'lir:i
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the situation is intermediate between case I and case II
as suggested above, qualitatively, the model suggests
Ir , Ii > Ís/3, in agreement with experimental results.
Quant.itatively, using experimental values of Ir and.
!.2 interpreted according to case r or case rr assumptions
and, using experimentar values of rs, upper and lower limits
for the predicted values of ro may be calculated and compared
with the experimental values.
For case I:
(4.42) 12=1-F
(4.43) rr = F(t p) * þn
For case II:
(4.44) Iz=1-F**tr :
(r P)]

(4.4s) r, = þ cr p) * þn
For both casess

(4.46) r, = åun
(4.47) Às = À1
The calcurations

of F, P and re for both cases are risted in
table (4.10) along with the experimentally observed value of
rA. rn four instances the carculated. value of F for case rr
exceeds 1.0 so a limiting value of F = 1.0 is inserted. rn
three instances (benzene, 1-fluorohexane and l-chlorohexane)
case I alone describes the results within experimental error.
For all the other samples the experimentar varue of re is
bracketed by the exÈreme calcuiated values.
On the basis of the above results it may be conclud.ed

l.--:':'.1

TABLE 4.10

Calculations for the "Branch"

Model

CASE

SA}{PLE

F

rA 04rN.

P

)

rA 0ßAS.

)

BENZEI{E

0

.67

0.78 0.15r0.01 0. 1410 .0 I

HEXANE

0.63

0. 86 0.14r0 . 01 0.1810.02

2-ìvIETHYLPENTAI.TE

0.64

0. 89 0.15r0.01 0.19r 0.02

3-METHYLPENTANE

0

.66

0. 86 0.15r0.01 0.17r0.02

0.15r0.01

,2-DÍMETHYLBUTANE

0.70

0.7

2, 3-DTMETIIyLBUTAIIE

0.64

0. 90

1-FLUOROIíEXA}TE

0. 48

0.52 0.

1-CHLOROTIEXANE

0.42

0.

2

CASE

4

¿.4

0

.20r0.0

2

0.15r0.01 0. 17t0 .0 2
101

0.02 0. 09r0.

0

I

0.0910.06 c.05r0.01

rr

SAIVIPLE

F

P

rA (MAx. )

rA (IuEAS.

)

BENZENE

1. 00

0. s0

0.:,22

0.1410.0''1

HEXANE

0.90

0. 60

0.20

0.1810 .0 2

2-METHYLPENTANE

0.85

0. 66

0.19

0.1910.02

3-METHYLPENTAT{E

0.94

0.60

0.2L

0.17

2 ,2-DTMETHYLBUTANE

1. 00

0.52

0.22

0.2010.02

2 , 3-DTMETTIYLBUTANE

0.83

0.69

0. 19

0.17r 0.02

1-FLUORO.HEXANE

1. 00

0.25

0.2r

0.09r0 .0 1

1-CHl,OROHEXAI{E

1. 00

0.18

0.21

0.0510.0

!0.02

1
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that of the three models considered to explain the rerationships among the various intensities only the "branch" model
ad,equately describes the experimental results. The implications of this result are that there is a second type of
bor¡nd state for Ps besides the br¡bbre ground state (in agreement with the predict.ion of the bubble mod.el. results) and
that the amount of Ps formed is greater than the amount
assumed to exist on the basis of the intensity of the rong
lived component.
The possibility that the Ps state in b:ranch 2 is the
2s bubble state must be examj-ned further. Comparison of p,
the pred.icted fraction of Ps in the ls bubble sËater âs
given in table (4.7) and as given in table (4.10) for case
I shows a very encouraging agreement especially in view of
the approximation involved. in the approach. Furthermore,
the value of krR for the 2s state may also be used to calculate À8, the pickoff rate in the 2s state, according to
equation (2.57'). Performing this calculation yields, in
each case, a value of À9 = Àrr". * ÀB = L.2 nsec-t which falls
between Às, the smallest observed pickoff rate or 1ongest
lifetime, and trz¡ the intermed.iate observed annihilation
rate. A test of PosrrRoNFrr was performed in which a fourth
component was incorporated into a generated hexane-trike lifeti¡ne spectrum. This fourth component was given an intensj.ty
of 5,2 and an annihilat,ion rate of 1 nsec- t (." value lying
between lz and l's). POSïTRONFIT failed. to produce a four-

' : ." 1'::. ;.
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component result, instead

giving a three-component result
with most of the extra intensity from the 5g component
going into Irr and notr âs expected, into Iz, This is
consistent with the assumption of case r. using À! from
above in place of the previously assumed. limiting value
it is reasonable to calculate the varues of ro predicted
by case I of the branch model and compare them to the
measured I.l\ values. These results are given in table (4.11)
\' ' ' ò¿'

,..,.,,,.;.,;
r",",",',',',','

:-:..:..'..:1.

i,...;,,,'.- -. ..:.: -:

which shows reasonable agireement between the lOvalues calculated and. those measured, within the limits of uncertainty.
For hexane and it,s j-somers, however, the calculated Ia
va1uesareconsistent1ybe1owthemeasuredva1ues,byo.o2

.:.:.::: :.:,:
';'::'::'.:::"':

ì

or 0.03. This difference can be explained by the mixing of
a smaIl portion of the À9 component into rz instead of into

Ir. The assumption that branch 2 of the branch model consists
of 2s bubble states leads to a consistent d.escription of the
results and is therefore chosen to be the correct model
based on the present evidence

l
i

i
1

i

i

]

l

i:i : _i

-. :-

_
.

¡!,ì,;'i,..1;.,':i
:;_- -....:.j-:
ri.::-l-:-::.r
; ' : :.:.:t :t _.:-
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TABLE 4.11

The 2s Bubble State and the Branch Model

F

SAIVTPLE

P

rA (cAt,c.

)

rA)ÈfEAs.

0.14r0.01

BENZENE

0.67

0.78

0.1_610.01

HEXANE

0.63

0.86

0.15r0.01 0.18r0.02

2-METHYLPENTANE

0

.64

0. 89

0.15r0.01 0.19r0.02

3-METHYLPENTANE

0.66

0.86

0. 1610.

2 t2-DTuUETHYLBUTANE

0.70

0.'14

0. 17r0.01

0.20t0.02

2,3-DTMETHYLBUTANE

0.64

0.90

0.15r0.

0.17r0.02

.1-FLUOROHEX.A,NE

0.48

0.52

0. 11r0. 02 0.0910.01

1-CHLOROHEXANE

0.42

0.44

0.10r0.06 0.05t0.01

)

0I 0.17r0.02
01

.l :::. i.1::
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4'10

ffias

produced

significant results in three

areas. First, since the Doppler technique and the DOPPFIT
comput,er program have not previously been used in the
study of positrons in liquids, Èhis work establishes the
usefulness of the more efficient Doppler method as compared
to the angular correlation method. Seeond, the success of
the bubble mod.el in describing the low momentum Doppler
component and the long lived lifetime component is
demonstrated. The bubble model results predict the presence
of a second type of bound state (probably an excited bubble
state) not previously observed by experimenters in these
Iiquids. Finally, the branch model is demonÈtrated to be
the only model of those considered which adequately describes
the relationships among the various intensities. This mod.el
is shown to predict a second state, reinforcing the identical predictíon of the bubble model.
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A TEST SPECTRUM GENERATING COMPUTER PROGRAM

t,,"il,t.:tì:ì :t:r..! t:r:

t'
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This program calculates a simulated 512 channel lifetime spectrum and places it on magnetic d,isc where it may
be accessed by POSITRONFIT. The following are the input
parameters.

IC, ïX, SENS, ZERO, NRES
FøRMAT (F9.0, rX, 11, 1X, F1, lX , Í"6.5, lX, l.6.2, IX , 12)
where IC is the number of exponenÈial components, IX = 0
results in no generated statistics, IX = 1r3,
etc.
results in generated statistics, SENS is the spectrum
calibration in nsec/channel, ZERO is the zero tíme channel
nr¡mber and NRES is the number of points in the input
resolution spectrum
CT(I), CI(I), I = I,IC
FøRMAT (F5.3, lX, F6.5)
where CT (I) are the component lifetimes in nsec and CI (I)
are the component intensities expressed as decimal fractions and, ent,ered in pairs of CT(I) and CI(I) values
RES(NRES-I+I), I = 1,NRES)
AREA,

FøRMAT (8F'8.0)

where RES is the experimental resolution spectrum read in

inverted. order by the computer.
The output indicates whether statistics

are generated.
or not, prints out the input parameters and the generated
spectrum

..:

.,-',-: ,......':

rNrm. rc, D(rN, IDAB, (5J2)
REAL D¡\:M, (550 ),AREA, S:ENS, ZERO, CI (7 ), CT (7 )
DO 100 I=1r550

100 DÃm, (I)=0.
READ (5,
READ (5,

10) AREA, rC, D(r SENS, ZmO,NRES

15) (CT
liRrTE (6,201

(I),CI (I),I=l,IC)

WRITE (6,25) (C1¡ (I),
WRITE (6, 30) (eI

I=1.,IC)

(I),I=I, IC)

v{RrrE (6,35)ÃREA, SENS, ZRO
rF (¡<.1w. 0) wRrrE (6, 60)

rr

(D(.8Q.0)Weræ (6,55)
DO 105 J=I,IC

105 cr

(J){r

(J) *AREA

rzRÈrFD((ZRO|- .5)
T2=ffNS* (rZmG-ZrcF.5)
DO 110 J=IrIC

110 DAIA (Izmo)

=DATA (IzERo)

N=IZEROI-1

rcr (¡) * (1. -ne çT2/er

(J) ) )

DO 125 r+r,550
t''l=ÇF.iws* (I_ZRG.5)
TæSENS* (r-ZEROf .5)
DO 125 J=1rIC

125 DAm(I)=ÐAlã(I)rcr (J)* (Ðp (-rVcT(J) )-Ð(P (-Tz/Ct (J) ) )

cAI;t Fllf,Ð (DATA,NRES)
DO 120 I=1r550
120 DAÏA (r) ÐArA (r) +100.

rF (D(.EQ.0)cO[O]26
DO 130 I=1,512
EÃI;L C.AUSS (D(,SQRT(DATA(I) ) ,DATA(T),DAM(T)
130 ÐAIA (I) =IJ Dr (DATA (I) +. 5)
126 CCNTIINT]E
vRrrE (6,40)

)

WRIIE (8, 50) (IDATA (I), I=1, 512)
10 FORIVIAT (F9. 0, lX, 11, lN, 11, D( rî6, 5, lX rF6 . 2, JX, L2)
15 FOFMAT (F5. 3, lX,F6. 5)
20 FORT\,TAf('1' , ']NPTIT TO DATA @NMATOR' )
25 F'OF[4A| (/ tt T,IFTÍIII"IES =r , (7F8.3) )
30 FOFI¡,IATY, I I¡IIENSIIIES =', (7F8.5) )

40 FoR!4AT(/,' GENRAIEÐ DAÍA",/)
45 FoFMAT(]X,8F10.2)
50 FORD4AT (8 (16,lX) )
55 FOR$,IAT (/ rt ***i*S:IATISTICS NCIr Um****
60 roR[,IAT (,/r ****SI]\TISÍIICS UST:Iì****' )
STOP
END

SJBRCIITTNE FOrÐ (DArA,btsES)
REAL D¡frA(550) ,RES(100) ,DAm2 (550)
]NTEGER NR
READ (5r 55) (npS (NRES-I+l)
,I=I,NRES)
55 FOR¡AT(8F8.o)
F[,IÐ(=RES (1)

rj'::-.:-

I

)

| .:j_ il
t-.:

.'
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AREA=O.0

ï40

DO 135 I=I,NRES
AREAAREA+RES(I)
rF (RES (r)
135,140, 140
-F!ßX=RES -R¡4AX)

(I)

NÞI

135 CTNIINIJE
DO 150 I=1rNRES
1s0 RES (r) -RES (r) /eneA
DO 145 I=1r550
DAIA2 (r)=0.
ÐO 145 JJ=1rNRES

145

J=I-NR*JJ
rr (J.@.1.AÀ1D.J.L8.550) DAB2 (r) =a¡s¡\2 (r)

+RES

(JJ) *DAtrA (J)

OCATTINtJE

DO 155 I=1r550

155 DAIA (I)=ÐATA2(I)
RHIT]RN
E¡üD

SIJBROUTINE GAITSS (:D(, S,AtvI,V)

A=0.0
DO 150 I=L,48
CAT.JL RANDU(D(,IY,Y)
D(=IY
150 A++Y

Y=(A-24.)*S/2.+xrL
REIT'RN
E¡ID

SIJBROUI]NE RANDU (D(, rY, WlL)

fY=D(*65539
rF (ry) 155,160,160
155 IY=IY+2L47 433647 +l
160 IFIFIY

EIFU'L*.46566138-9
Rgn¡gN
ENID

SsüR:r

i. -: .:.'.1:

.:
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Two representat,ive

tests of t,he mod.ified POSITRONFIT
using the above described spectrum generating program
are listed in the following ËabIe. The standard d,eviations
listed are those calculated by POSITRONFIT. The results
are accurate to within the standard deviaÈions in all
of the cases except for the shortest lifetime in each
test where the results are still reasonably close.

ì:t:':',:'.

'1-;,1::;i.:-tr;
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CASE

I

INPUT

Lifetime (nsec)

3.926

0.548

0.232

Intensity

39.56

29 .63

30.81

3.926

0

.553
0.011
29.22

0.239

1.15

L.20

2.680

1.330

0.350

14.10

9.90

2.659

1.359
0.089
9 .47
0.83

(?)

OUTPUT

Lifetime (nsec)
std. dev.
Intensity (?)
std. dev.

0.008
39.75
0.09

0.005
31.03

CASE TT
INPUT

Lifetime (nsec)
Intensity (8)

7

6.00

OUTPUT

Lifetime (nsec)
std. dev.

Intensity

(8)

std. dev.

0.054
L4.28
1.04

0.355
0 .001
76.26
0.30

t:.
l:.r

APPENDIX

A

LEAST SOUARES

II

FIT

COMPUTER PROGRÀM

i

i::.,.,::.'::

t::,.ì::.ì:.:: j:i:

100

c
C THIS PROGRAM PERFOFI,IS A LEAS'T SQIARE FTT CF TITE INMENrt]M DISTRTEUTTCAT
C CÂICT]IÃÍED FROM STTE BUBBT.;E ¡lDDtr, POSI]RONÏM VA\Æ T'TNüCETC$I TO TI{E
C-!,ICMENruM DISTRTBUTICAT OHTAIIü TRC[4 A EATJSSTAN FIT TO TIIE ÀNRRoT^T
C CCI4PONBTI CF' ITE DrcCh¡VI]LTED DOPPI,ER SPFTRIM.

c

-REAI*8 Sr@,nrRrKrKRrKfRrA,BrRLrKIRL,KLrICIrTS'rr\UARtl(2),FIl(20),TABL
(20 ) r\AR (20, 2 0 ),DÐe,DSIN, DCOS, ædr, pHr, C,AIJSS
T.AF T.AT
INIEGER L

lE

c

c rNPttT sI@'lA IN KE\¡' GJESSED R IN A¡lc'STo[4S,G]EssED KLR, Ä¡\tD
c ÌHE FITTIIG REGICAI, KL IN lto4E[vitB'l tiNITS (V@L') TIMES R, .AI{D
c rriE \aRrJ\IrrcN PARAMHIER FoR R aÀTD KIR (1 = 10 pERcEDfI, Z = L pmcmff)
C READ (5,100) SI6{A,R,K1R,KL,L;WRTTE (6.150) SI@,ß,,R,KIR,KL
. IF

c
C

(t.Ð.1) GûTOS;!'¡RI3[E (6,160) ;@tO6

5 II¡RIÍE(6,170)
6 CCN¡TINIJE

COÌ{VERT SIO4A TO !,ÍCIvIENIUM

c

c

UNIIES

(VqÐ

Æ{D

R TO O,t

SIGvÍA=SI@,IA*I. 013536231D 08 ; R=R*I. D-08

C DEEINE NORTALTZ,ATICII CCT\TSTANIS FOR TIIE TfÐ
C A FOR FTT A¡ID B FOR. MBI,E.

},ICMENITM DTSTRTBUTToNS,

c

c
C CAICTIT,¡ITE TABI,E \U\T['ES FRC[4 GAT]SSTåN FTT TO I{ARRO9í PARI
C DæCÍ\MOLIrIED DOPPLER. SPF¡FIM.

OF

c

Y,!=W9.D-7;K=Kf ;.4Þ0. rDo 1 1=1r20;BBLE (l)=car:ss (K,sre,IA,B)

AF-AfiIIABLE (f ) *lA

1 K=K+KI
c
C ]I{CRN,IENI R A¡{D KIR IN 20

S:TEPS ABOT}T G'ESSED \UAIIJES AND FORM

A

2OX2O

C l4AfRD( CF \ARLâNÏ:ES. FIND \AL,UES cnfiNc I.Cü]ESI \UARLA]üæ BHIfitmN FIT
C A¡{D TABTE .A¡tD RæLAæ R Al{D KIR BY THESE. REPEAT PRæEDURE USING
C EINM, STEPS oF' R AT{¡D KR.

c

KLRl=KlR; RI=R ; KlIì=KlRl_ . l*KlRL/ ( 10 . ** (Ir 1) )
D040.T=I r 20 ; ÞRL-. l*nt/ (tO . ** (L-1) ) ; DO3OXel r 20 ; K=Kl
DO 10KÞ1r 20;KÞi(*R;FIT (lc,') =plU (R, KR,KIRTA) **2
AI|ÈÂFIIFIT(iGl)*Ic
10 K=K*KITVAR(,J,KC) =0. ;ÐO 20 KV--l, 20
zb r4n (.r, Kc) =tan (J, i<c ) + (FrT (rw) *ATIAF,-TAEI,E (¡il/) ) * *2

rÂF =O .

30 R=R+.01*RL/10.** (Ir1) )
40 KtR=KtRf .O1*K]RL,/(10.** (Ir1) ) ;;WRITE(6,I10) ((fAn1.1,¡çç) ,KK=1,20) ,J=
11,20)
TSFI.D 50;¡O 50 J=lr 20¡ñ 50 KK=lr 20;IF (\nR (J,KK) .GE.TST)GCEO5O

TS[=\z\It (J, KK) : \åRM (1)
\ft\3M (2) =Kx
=J ;
50 @[I]NTJE

KLR[=KlRl-

(.ll-tanu(1) *. 01) *KIRL/ (10.** (r--f)

RI=RL- (. 11-\u\R4

(2 ) * . 01)

)

*Rt / (10 . ** (t-1) ) ; VüRIts (6,

120 ) K1RL, RL* 1. D8

r01

100 EÏ)F[4AT(4F6.3,]2)
FoR[,fAT (rX, 10E12 . 4/V,10Fj2 . 4/)
120 FOF[,ßff (r rrr BESI KIR \¡ALUE = t rî7.4¡t BESI R\U\LUE = 1,F7.4,'.4ÀIG
lstncnæ' )
150 FOFM¡tT(tltrr INPUI SIGIA, = rrF6.3rr KEV. qtESSH) R = r,F6.3,' Al{G
lsIRCtt{S. qtESSD I(LR = },î6.3/t FITTI}G RæICAI =
160 FOFMAT (' FrT CAT.CUIAIED rO .1 pmCENr ^Aæ[JRACY.')"F6.3)
170 FOF!4AI (r FrT CAT.CUIJHIÐ tO I PRCEI.TI.ACCTJR^ACY.')
SI0P;EltD

ILo

c
REAL fllNrcTrChT GAIJSS*B (K, SIerß,, B) ; REAL*8 t<, SIG4A,

c,A[tsgB/srerA*rtt*¡ç**2*nFrc) (-r* *2/sIo,le**2)

B

(

DÐ(p

; REIIJRN Í END

REAL FTn€TrCb¡ DCUr*8 (X)
REAL*8 X,DCþS,DSIN;DCUF,'DCOS (X) ÆSI}{ (X) ;RHIUBN;EIiD
REAL FIINeIION PIIrrS (R,KR,K1R,A)
REAL*8 R, KR, KLRTDCUT, DSIN, DCOS, DCSC TA
PIII=A:kR**.5:t (KIR*DCOI (KlR) / (KIR*DCOT (KlR)

-1. ) ) **.5* (KIB/ôSSI (
**2/
rr
*DCÐS
(Kltì**2-tcì't*2)
(rcì*DSIN
(KlR)
(KR) -KIR*æOS (KlR) *DS
lKtR) )
**2*Icì**2)
(
(rf-a*Ðcgr(KlR)
2n[{IG) ) ,/
)
;REItiRl[;END

APPENDTX TTT

THE BÏSECTTON

METHOD

.-.

:.,.

lo2

that an equation, f(x) = 0' is negative
at x = a and. positive at x = þ. If f lþ+b)/27 is
calculated and if it is zero then we have the required
root. If f I G+b) /21 is negative, then the root is
between (a+b) /2 and b. If it, is positíve, the root is
between (a+b) /2 and a. Thus, either we have the root or
we have bracketed it within an interval half as large as
the previous one. This process can be continued, each
time bisecÈing the ínterval, until the root is known to
Suppose

the desired accuracy.
FLOW CHART
START

TNPUT

A,B,

x= (A+B)

y=f (x)

le-l
rxr
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